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Abstract
This document is conceived as a detailed dissertation on the Mantle Cloaking
technique. Throughout the report, main issues such as Scattering Cancellation
or the usage of Frequency Selective Surfaces will be appropriately discussed
with a view to eventual software simulations and to several practical experi-
ments in the Anechoic Chamber, pertinently described as well.
Furthermore, every particular step in the text shall be accompanied by images
or mathematical developments with the aim of making the full comprehension
of ideas easier. In search of reinforcing the same purpose, a special chapter col-
lecting the most relevant background is also included, but not in the main body
of the report. In lieu thereof, some Appendices compiling all the additional
information are also provided.
Index Terms: Scattering Cancellation, Surface Impedance Calculation and
Simulation, Mesh-grid, Jerusalem Cross, Mantle Cloaking Simulation and Mea-
surement, Anechoic Chamber, Wavefront Restoration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Arthur C. Clarke’s most celebrated quote is presumably the one heading this work:
"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic". Of course,
this sentence has been chosen for a reason and no one should be puzzled as a conse-
quence, since thinking of the invisibility cloak is a so old and seductive abstraction
that just the pretension of putting it into practice soon inspires all the potential of
our dreams. Acting on what we can see, handling our most primary contact with
the world, reveals itself as something able to deeply fascinate us. It is, no doubt, the
lure for proving definitely our inventive.
Let’s look back into the past. The nature of light has captivated mankind long
before conceiving the complex idea of wave, as it has that undeniable attractive
which only a vital abstraction can have. To such an extent this phenomena has
proved itself inspiring that the clarifying essence of light’s dual soul, both evident
and secret, has motivated a bunch of words suggesting the revealing spark of ideas,
such as illustration or enlightening in the English vocabulary. And yet, the beauty
of this concept, for all of those who can really perceive it, goes beyond the limits of
rhetoric. It is also the elegance of its physical model, with a sinusoidal simplicity
almost poetical, what confirms two impressive principles: On one side, the enor-
mous purity of the most fundamental meanings. On the another, the proof that
the solution to the problems of Physics sometimes reveals itself majestic. In the
case concerning this work there have been many men and women contributing to
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the understanding of the propagation and behavior of radiation, and thanks to this
wisdom all the discoveries sustaining this work have been possible. From now on,
the following pages will emphasize on what is hidden behind the idea of invisible.
Although this document is unquestionably technical, that does not mean that it
has to stand for a detailed formulation of all the science bolstering the method, but
becoming the guide that allows a wide audience to get closer to the particularities
of it. As a consequence, the inclusion of an appendix to superficially cover the most
basic concepts in order to help eventual unexperienced readers must not lead to think
this is the goal. On the contrary, the real accent will be put on the description and
design of the invisibility cloak by means of frequency selective surfaces, as well as
on the practical implementation and verification at a certain frequency. Along this
process, since the help of specialized software becomes essential, the way in which
different computer tools exchange their capacities will be specified and each one of
the results commented properly. Besides, the effective influence of the variation of
some parameters and the associated tolerance range, theoretical and practical, able
to guarantee the achievement of the targets will also be an important part of the
analysis.
In sum, as it has been mentioned, it is true that according to the most intuitive
conception of the goals laid out here one could think they belong to fiction, and
reality tells us we cannot make them possible yet. So far, technology keeps crashing
against barriers that imagination has never had to face. Nevertheless, even though
the invisibility cloak as understood by literature means a too sumptuous endeavor
for the present world, the ability to struggle for making it work at certain frequency
should not be considered as a minor purpose. Herein lies the glory of engineering,
in the fact that the most gratifying part of the path is to walk it over. The innate
fascination of the human beings for their environment has lead them to adapt it
by transforming what was given before, but this curiosity is such a infinite hunger
which can only be calmed in little bits. Progress hinges on both our willing to
assume challenges and our geniality to attain them. Let’s be optimistic, magic has
just started.
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Introducció (Catalan version)
En la que potser sigui la seva màxima més celebre, Arthur C. Clarke sostenia
que qualsevol tecnologia prou desenvolupada ens podria arribar a semblar indistin-
guible de la màgia, i a ningú no li deuria estranyar que una afirmació com aquesta
encapçalés aquest treball, ja que la capa d’invisibilitat és una abstracció tan antiga
i seductora que només la pretensió de dur-la a terme evoca tot el nostre potencial
somniador. Actuar i influir sobre allò que veiem, manipular el nostre contacte més
primari amb el món, ens fascina des del reclam de quelcom tan poderós com la prova
definitiva de la nostra inventiva.
Donem un cop d’ull al passat. La natura de la llum ha captivat l’home des de
molt abans de concebre la molt complexa idea d’ona, ja que reuniex els atractius
innegables d’això que és inmaterial però imprescindible. I fins a tal punt és així que
aquesta capacitat aclaridora, aquesta essència del que no és palpable i tanmateix
evident, ha estat la inspiració de paraules que sugereixen l’espurna reveladora dels
coneixements, com il·luminar o il·lustrar. Però la seva bellessa, per a aquells afortu-
nats que la percebin, va més enllà dels límits de la retòrica. També l’elegància del
seu model físic, d’una simplicitat sinusoidal gairebé poètica, és la constatació, per
una banda, de l’enorme puresa dels significats més elementals i, d’una altra, de que
tot i que els secrets de la realitat presenten un trencaclosques infinit a qui vulgui
resoldre’l, de vegades la solució que tenen és majestuosa. En el cas que ens ocupa
n’hi ha hagut molts contribuents que amb la seva feina han aconseguit que avui
puguem entendre com es propaga i comporta la radiació. Aquest coneixement es
revelarà fonamental durant el projecte, i gràcies a això les següents pàgines podràn
posar l’èmfasi sobre allò que s’hi amaga al darrere de la idea d’invisible.
La intenció que persegueix aquest document, si bé és indiscutiblement tècnic,
no és però convertir-se en una detallada formulació de tota la ciència que sosté el
mètode, sinó ésser la guia que permeti un ampli públic acostar-se a les seves par-
ticularitats. En conseqüència, per més que s’hagi inclòs un apèndix que cobreix
succintament els conceptes més bàsics que ajudin el lector menys esversat, el verita-
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ble accent es posa sobre la descripció i disseny de la capa d’invisiblitat mitjançant
superfícies selectives en freqüència i la seva implementació i verificació experimental
a una freqüència determinada. En aquest procés, ja que l’ajut de software especial-
itzat s’hi fa imprescindible, la manera que els diferents programes complementen i
intercanvien capacitats serà puntualitzada i cadascún dels resultats oportunament
argumentat. A més a més, la influència efectiva de la variació dels diferents paràme-
tres i el rang de tolerància teòric i pràctic que garanteixi la consecució dels objectius
també formaràn part importat de l’anàlisi.
En resum, i com ja s’ha mencionat, és cert que atenent a la concepció més intuï-
tiva dels objectius que aquí es plantejen hom podria pensar que pertànyen a la ficció,
i la realitat és que en materializar-los la tecnologia encara xoca contra unes barreres
que la imaginació mai no ha hagut per què encarar. No obstant, malgrat que la capa
d’invisibilitat tal com l’entén la literatura és un propòsit massa sumptuós per al món
present, desenvolupar l’habilitat per aconseguir-ho sota certes condicions tampoc no
es pot considerar una finalitat menor. Aquí és on radica la glòria de l’enginyeria,
en el fet que el més recomfortant del camí és recórrer-lo. La fascinació ingènita del
home pel seu entorn l’ha portat a adaptar-lo i transformar-lo, però aquesta curiositat
és com una fam infinita que només pot apaivagar-se en petites dossis. El progrés
dependrà tant de la nostra voluntat per assumir els reptes com de la nostra genialitat
per sobrepassar-los. Siguem optimistes, la màgia acaba de començar.
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Introducción (Spanish version)
En la que probablemente sea su máxima más célebre, Arthur C. Clarke sostenía
que cualquier tecnología lo suficientemente desarrollada resulta indistinguible de la
magia, y a nadie debería extrañar que semejante afirmación encabezase este trabajo,
pues la capa de invibilidad es una abstracción tan antigua y seductora que la sola
pretensión de llevarla a cabo evoca todo nuestro potencial soñador. Actuar e influir
sobre lo que vemos, manipular nuestro contacto más primario con el mundo, nos
embelesa con el reclamo de algo tan poderoso como la prueba definitiva de nuestra
inventiva.
Miremos al pasado. La naturaleza de la luz ha cautivado al hombre desde mucho
antes de concebir la complejísima idea de onda, pues posee el atractivo innegable de
lo que es inmaterial pero imprescindible. Hasta tal punto es así que esa capacidad
esclarecedora, esa esencia de lo no palpable y evidente, incluso ha sido inspiración de
palabras que sugieren la chispa reveladora de los conocimientos: alumbrar, iluminar,
ilustrar... Pero su belleza, para los afortunados que la perciban, va más allá de los
límites de la retórica. También la elegancia de su modelo físico, de una simpleza
sinusoidal casi poética, es la constatación, por una parte, de la enorme pureza de los
significados más elementales y, de otra, de que aunque los entresijos de la realidad
ofrecen un rompecabezas infinito a aquél que quiera resolverlo, a veces la solución es
majestuosa. En el caso de nos ocupa muchos han sido los contribuyentes que con su
trabajo han conseguido que hoy podamos entender cómo se propaga y comporta la
radiación. Dicho conocimiento se revelará fundamental durante este proyecto, y gra-
cias ello las siguientes páginas podrán poner el énfasis sobre aquello que se esconde
tras la idea de invisible.
La intención que persigue este documento, si bien es indiscutiblemente técnico,
no es sin embargo convertirse en una pormenorizada formulación de toda la ciencia
que sustenta el método, sino ser la guía que permita a un amplio público acercarse a
las particularidades del mismo. En consecuencia, aunque se incluya un apéndice que
cubre someramente los conceptos más básicos que ayudan a situar al lector menos
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avezado, el verdadero acento se pone sobre la descripción y diseño de la capa de
invisibilidad mediante superficies selectivas en frecuencia y su implementación y ver-
ificación experimental a una frecuencia determinada. En este proceso, dado que la
ayuda de software especializado se hace imprescindible, la manera en que los difer-
entes programas se complementan e intercambian capacidades será puntualizada y
cada uno de los resultados argumentado pertinentemente. Además, la influencia
efectiva de la variación de los diferentes parámetros y el rango de tolerancia teórico
y práctico que garantice la consecución de los objetivos también formarán parte im-
portante del análisis.
En resumen, y como ya se ha mencionado, es cierto que atendiendo a su con-
cepción más intuitiva los objetivos que aquí se plantean parecieran pertenecer a la
ficción, y la realidad es que para materializarlos la tecnología sigue chocando to-
davía contra unas barreras que la imaginación nunca ha tenido por qué enfrentar.
No obstante, aunque la capa de invisibilidad tal como la entiende la literatura es un
propósito demasiado suntuoso para el mundo presente, la habilidad para conseguirlo
a determinadas frecuencias tampoco puede considerarse un fin menor. Aquí radica
la gloria de la ingeniería, en el hecho de que lo reconfortante del camino es recorrerlo.
La fascinación ingénita del hombre por su entorno lo ha llevado a adaptar y trans-
formar aquello que le fue dado, pero esa curiosidad es como un hambre infinita que
sólo puede aplacarse en pequeños bocados. El progreso dependerá tanto de nuestra
voluntad para asumir los retos como de nuestra genialidad para rebasarlos. Seamos
optimistas, la magia acaba de comenzar.
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1.1 Motivation
This project has been mainly motivated by two factors: the interest in researching
and, more specifically, the invisibility phenomena.
Research is a fundamental task whose benefits and outcomes have a powerful
impact on our society and progress. Most of the technology we have today did not
exist one century ago, what proves the importance of these efforts. In the world
where we live, always surprising and going beyond, investment in Research and De-
velopment (R&D) is absolutely imperative to face the challenges awaiting in the
future. In this regard, the job done by the university staff must be taken into con-
sideration and properly appreciated, as the scientific prestige of a country is a mirror
of the quality of the works presented by its researchers.
On the other hand, there is the allure of invisibility. The first time I got in
contact with cloaking and metamaterials was while coursing Electromagnetic Fields
at the Universidad de Extremadura. From that very moment on, I always wanted to
work more in-depth on it but circumstances made it difficult. When I heard professor
Rius was proposing a Master Thesis on the implications of this idea, I had no doubts
that I had to take the project. Moreover, I was told that making it work was pretty
unlikely («such as flipping a coin expecting it to fall on the edge»), but I had to
try in order to finally get this old ambition off my back. In the end, it is true that
challenges are always more worth it than simple targets. As the famous quote states:
«We choose to go to the Moon in this decade and do the other things,
not because they are easy, but because they are hard».
Figure 1.1: Allegory of the goal.
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1.2 Software
1.2.1 MATLAB
MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) is probably the most
famous mathematical software, consisting in a pro-
gramming language which can be used to implement
algorithms, plotting functions or displaying data. Due
to its versatility and the great number of expansions
that it comprises, MATLAB is often used by people
coming from very different fields of study.
1.2.2 CST Studio
CST Studio Suite (Computer Simulation Technol-
ogy) is an specialized simulation software which allows
efficient computational solutions for the 3D Electro-
magnetic design by means of a pretty user-friendly in-
terface. It comprises several optimization methods and
solvers depending on the kind of analysis to be carried
out so that the results can be as accurate as possible.
1.2.3 FIESTA-3D
FIESTA-3D (Fast Integral Equation Solver for scaT-
terers and Antennas in 3D) is a software developed
at the AntennaLAB of the Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya which is based on the Method of Moments
(MoM) by means of an Integral Solver. It will be used
in order to eventually provide more accurate results
than CST as the meshing and computing procedures
are self-defined and so perfectly adaptable.
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1.3 Objectives at each stage
The different purposes that this work is intended to achieve are summarized, listed
and sorted by chapter down below:
• State of the Art (see chapter 2):
Get in contact with metamaterials and the most common techniques nowa-
days: Transformation-based Cloaking, Carpet Cloaking and Plasmonic Cloak-
ing. Advantages and drawbacks. Discuss their advantages and drawbacks.
• Mantle Cloaking by Frequency Selective Surfaces (see chapter 3):
Understand the scattering phenomena and how it can be reduced by Scat-
tering Cancellation. Identify the surface impedance as the relevant degree of
freedom that can be adapted in order to minimize scattering at a certain fre-
quency. Compute the resulting surface impedance by simulation. Observe final
scattering results in full-wave simulations.
• Experimental Testing of Mantle Cloaking in the Anechoic Chamber
(see chapter 4):
Show the practical process to characterize the relative permittivity and the
mechanical details on the cloak manufacturing. Discuss the experimental scat-
tering results. Analyze changes in magnitude and phase and evaluate whether
they are coherent or not with expectations.
• Conclusions (see chapter 5):
Compare different cloaking techniques. Summarize simulation results. Sum-
marize experimental results. Provide some likely future fields of study.

Chapter 2
State of the Art
Researching on invisibility is a new study field that only started few years ago, when
metamaterials and their applications were first understood from a different point
of view. Before that, although their existence and properties were already known,
technology was so far away from theory that this sort of applications were thought
as unreachable and consequently not very touched.
Today, maybe inspired by the attractiveness of its exotic purposes, more than a
few universities have paid attention to this idea and the potential approaches are
as numerous as human imagination can come up with. Researchers have developed
different methods but they all are oriented to satisfy the same goal, which basically
consists in bending the rays impinging on a certain object to make them surround
its surface and turn it invisible, as wearing an invisibility cloak.
In this chapter, after providing a description about what metamaterials are and
how one can take advantage of their properties, the main and most common pro-
cedures to implement cloaking will be briefly discussed, in such a way that their
advantages, drawbacks and design characteristics are contrasted to properly under-
stand the way they work the convenience of their use depending on the case. Mantle
Cloaking, the last method to be discussed and cornerstone of this project, is not in
this list of procedures. Instead, Chapter 4 will be entirely dedicated to develop the
ins and outs of this issue in detail.
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2.1 Metamaterials
Definition 1 Metamaterials are artificially structured materials that, by means of
taking advantage of the properties of their constitutive materials or their geometrical
arrangement, can control or manipulate physical phenomena, such as light or sound
(adapted from the definition in [1]).
In consonance with the sort of applications on which this work will be focused,
only the ones reproducing physical properties related to electromagnetic behavior will
be mentioned. Although the main utility concerning these purposes is the simulation
of physically extraordinary properties, there are other applications that are currently
in use. According to that, electromagnetic metamaterials can be classified in [2]:
• Reproduction of physical existing properties:
– Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) surface:
Figure 2.1: Example of metamaterial designed to behave as a PEC (Perfect Electric
Conductor) and one application of usage.
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– Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC) surface:
Figure 2.2: Example of metamaterial designed to behave as a PMC (Prefect Magnetic
Conductor) and one application of usage.
• Reproduction of physically non-existing properties but theoretically
consistent with Maxwell theory (see Appendix A.2.3):
Figure 2.3: Example of a design that behaves as a material with a certain negative
relative permittivity (r) and permeability (µr). The concepts of both electromag-
netic permittivity (see Appendix A.2.1) and permeability (see Appendix A.2.2) will
be covered later on. Concerning applications, next section revolves around this issue.
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2.2 Transformation-based Invisibility
2.2.1 Transformation Cloaks
Thanks to the control of permittivity and permeability described in last section, one
can create at will materials that do not exist in nature, giving them properties such
a negative refraction. Moreover, it is even possible to obtain an artificial material
whose values of permittivity and permeability vary independently and arbitrarily
along its volume, allowing redirection in the electric displacement field ( ~D) or in the
magnetic field intensity ( ~B) as desired. These concepts, which are all explained in
Appendix A.2, are derived from the understanding and manipulation of Maxwell’s
Equations (Appendix A.2.3) to avoid objects by making fields flowing around them.
Since Maxwell’s Equations are form-invariant in time, what means that
equations are the same in any coordinate system and permittivity and permeability
are scaled by a common factor, this method is able to distort space (pulling and
stretching the coordinate grid) in such a way that light follows curved coordi-
nates. Therefore, the aim of the matematerial cloak is to deflect and guide radiation
around the object but taking it back later to the original trajectory. Since the cloak
conceals the object being hidden, there is no way to know that there was something
blocking the propagation path by an observer on the other side. In the case of a
sphere with radius R1 and a cloaking area R1 ă r ă R2, the objective is to compress
all the fields in the region r ă R2 into the cloaking area, so one transformation like
the one below can be used [3]:
r1 “ R1 ` rpR2 ´R1q
R2
θ1 “ θ
φ1 “ φ
This leads to the following consequences:
• For r ă R1: 1 and µ1 may take any possible values, not contributing to elec-
tromagnetic scattering (see).
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• For R1 ă r ă R2:
1r1 “ µ1r “ R2R2 ´R1
pr1 ´R1q2
r1
θ1 “ µθ1 “ R2
R2 ´R1
φ1 “ µφ1 “ R2
R2 ´R1
• For r ą R2:
1r1 “ µ1r1 “ θ1 “ µθ1 “ φ1 “ µφ1 “ 1
At the surface of the cloak (r “ R2) one obtains the conditions for a perfectly
matched layer (PML), a special absorbing medium on which interface waves are not
reflected [4]:
θ1 “ φ1 “ 1
1r1
µθ1 “ µφ1 “ 1
µ1r1
Next the effect of the invibility cloak is displayed in two different scenarios:
R2 ąą λ and R2 ăă λ, when this is applied to either far or near field:
Figure 2.4: Transformation Optics to bend light around the object to be cloaked,
making it invisible for R2 ąą λ (left) and R2 ăă λ (right). Rays intersecting the
sphere must follow a longer path (the curve) and reach the other side with the same
phase as those traveling in free space. Although this implies a phase velocity that
is greater than the speed of light in vacuum, it does not violate any physical
law.
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Anisotropy (a variation of permittivity and permeability as a function of direc-
tion in space) is needed since space has been compressed anisotropically and
rays are turned as a consequence of rapid changes in  and µ. Anyway this is not a
problem for metamaterials, but the effectiveness will depend on how accurately
the equations above are preserved. Furthermore, in case that the absence of dis-
persion was required, then group and phase velocities should be identical, but group
velocity can ever overcome the speed of light in free space. This is why these cloaks
can only work at a certain frequency, never broadband.
The first experimental verification of Transformation Optics was carried out at
microwave frequencies by Pendry’s group in 2006 with these results [5]:
Figure 2.5: Metamaterial design (left) and results (right): A shows the transforma-
tion cloak with totally accurate material properties, B has taken into account reduced
material properties, C is the experimental measurement of a bare conducting cylinder
and D corresponds to the situation in which the cylinder has been cloaked.
2.2.2 Carpet Cloaking
Carpet cloaking is thought as a method to conceal an object that is placed
under a curved reflecting surface, and the objective is to simulate the reflection
by a flat surface. This technique is meant to higher frequencies than transfor-
mation cloaking, which only provides good results at microwave bands (as seen
in section 2.2.1) because of the almost-perfect behavior of metals at those frequencies.
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In order to recreate this reflective effect, quasi-conformal mapping, that trans-
forms the originally square cells into rectangles of constant ratio, is used. This is why
anisotropy is reduced enabling a certain range of isotropic indexes for the
cloak, which are implemented by etching holes of various sizes in dielectric materials
that have proved to offer very reasonable values of permittivity. One example of
design is presented here:
Figure 2.6: Carpet cloak design that transforms a mirror with a bump into an
apparently flat mirror (left) and scanning of the carpet cloak layout by means of an
electron microscope (right).
This design allows low-loss and broadband cloaking at optical wavelengths,
making objects undetectable at visible or infrared frequencies [6]. Figure 2.6 showed
a carpet cloak which is meant to hide a bump on a mirror. According to full wave
simulation, excellent results are obtained:
Figure 2.7: Full wave simulation of a system using carpet cloaking (left, (a)) and
the same system without the cloak (right, (b)).
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The broadband behavior can also be proved experimentally, in this case by mea-
suring the normalized intensity of CCD images at different frequencies [7]:
Figure 2.8: Normalized reflection intensity at different wavelengths by: a flat mirror
(top), a non-cloaked bump (middle) and carpet cloaking (bottom).
2.3 Plasmonic Cloaking
Plasmonic Cloaking, in the same way as Mantle Cloaking, is based on scattering
cancellation, which is a different approach to achieve invisibility. The success of
this procedure does not entirely hinge on a perfect matching between imple-
mentation and reality, which led to extreme sensitivity to physical imperfections.
Instead, scattering is modeled as a sum of terms in such a way that only the domi-
nant must be cancel to obtain good results. Moreover, plasmonic materials exhibit
greater robustness over a wide band of frequencies [8] and they are available
in nature at infrared and optical frequencies in noble metals, polar dielectrics and
some semiconductors. At microwave and radio frequencies plasmonic features can be
synthesized by means of techniques that are not implemented by resonant inclusions,
so they are quite robust against changes in electromagnetic parameters or
geometry.
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In addition, since this is made using homogeneous and isotropic materials
and these cloaks have less constraints, their realization becomes easier and more
feasible from the experimental point of view. The adjective plasmonic comes from
the fact that a negative permittivity is needed and materials with plasma-like dis-
persion, so-called plasmonics materials, are required. At microwave frequencies this
special permittivity can be obtained by means of certain metamaterial geometries,
such as wire media or parallel-plate implants. On the other hand, for the sake of
simplicity and having in mind the great complexity that the analysis of scattering
implies, only the scattering cross section term which is to be canceled will be given
by the moment (see definition in Appendix A.3.1.1).
• For spherical objects:
σs “ 2pi|k0|2
8ÿ
n“1
nÿ
m“´n
p2n` 1q `|cTMnm |2 ` |cTEnm|2˘
• For cylindrical objects:
σs “ 4
k0
8ÿ
n“1
`|cTMn |2 ` |cTEn |2˘
where k0 “ ω?µ00 (m´1) stands for the wavenumber in free space, omega does
for frequency (Hz), µ0 is the permeability of vacuum ( NA2 ) and 0 is the free space
permittivity ( C
Vm
).
Those coefficients cn, associated to TM (Transverse to Magnetic field) and TE
(Transverse to Electric field) polarizations, are the ones responsible for getting in-
visibility. Since the sum is mostly influenced by the dominant term, the objective
clearly reveals itself as making them zero as much as possible.
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Figure 2.9: Cancellation of the overall scattering by means of an induced negative
polarization vector, which is the basis of plasmonic cloaking.
Since reducing all coefficients cn simultaneously is impossible in practice, only the
dominant term will be optimized for both modes as described below. When Man-
tle Cloaking is discussed in next chapter, the same procedure will be followed as well:
cTMnm “ ´ U
TM
m
UTMm ` iV TMm
cTEnm “ ´ U
TE
m
UTEm ` iV TEm
where UTMm , V TMm , UTEm and V TMm are matrices coming from the resolution of the
equations provided by the scattering problem. Since they are irrelevant for the
purpose of an general understanding in broad terms, these matrices are not displayed.
Some experiments have also been carried out to prove theoretical results with
real measurements. In the case that is presented next [9] the object to be cloaked is
a cylinder and the assembled cloak comprises several shell segments of copper tape
forming a metallic strip. The design frequency f0 was chosen to be 3 GHz and the
incident wave was radiated by a horn antenna.
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Figure 2.10: Cylinder and cloak that were used in the Plasmonic Cloaking experi-
ment.
As expected, scattering is reduced around the frequency for which the system
is designed, and the closer to f0 the better the results. The uncloaked cylinder
clearly affects wavefronts. By using the cloak, and especially at the two frequencies
included within the operation range of the cloak (3.1 GHz and 3.3 GHz), wavefronts
are relatively restored and large-field disturbances are suppressed.
Figure 2.11: Near-filed measurements of the cylinder at different frequencies for the
bare and the plasmonic cloaked case.

Chapter 3
Mantle Cloaking: Invisibility by
Frequency Selective Surfaces
When the State of the Art was examined, more specifically Plasmonic Cloaking (see
2.3), an important similarity was then highlighted: Mantle Cloaking is also based on
Scattering Cancellation. However, instead of using a homogeneous isotropic layer,
Mantle Cloaking applies ultra-thin isotropic frequency selective surfaces (FSS),
in other words, geometrically designed metallic patterns able to reflect, transmit
or absorb incident waves as a function of frequency. Of course, several advantages
linked to this method support this alternative rather than the others. In addition
to the already mentioned ultra-thinness, other characteristics such as conformal
design, light weight and, particularly, broader bandwidth, are provided. These
reasons are vital in view of the fact that metamaterial cloaks have important band-
width limitations and considerable losses due to imperfections in their manufacturing.
The task of explaining in detail what scattering cancellation implies and how
frequency selective surfaces can help to achieve that cancellation is not straight
forward, as there are many ideas to bear in mind and many concepts that must
be clarified to properly assess the success of the method. To do that, extensively
analyzing all the ideas behind the design and simulation stages represents the main
purpose of the following pages. Hopefully, this endeavor will lead the reader to figure
out the details and perfectly master this technique before its practical application.
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3.1 Scattered Field by a Dielectric Cylinder (TMz)
First of all and for the sake of completeness, before starting describing how invisibility
is achieved by means of Scattering Cancellation there is no doubt that one must
provide the insights to figure out scattered fields. To do that, the incoming field will
be given by a plane wave propagating along the x-axis and normally incident upon
a circular cylinder of radius a. This plane wave takes the form derived from the
solution to the wave equation that is developed in chapter A.2.4.
~Einc “ zˆE0e´jk0x “ zˆE0e´jk0ρcosφ (3.1)
in which the solution to the wave equation ( ~Epz, tq “ zˆE0e´jk0x´ωt) is redefined
according to model propagation: ~Epzq “ zˆE0e´jk0x.
Figure 3.1: Geometrical layout of the cylinder that has been chosen as a basis to
solve the Scattering Problem.
Expression 3.1 is a periodic function and therefore one can develop its expansion
as a Fourier series [38]:
e´jk0ρcosφ “
8ÿ
n“´8
cnpk0ρqe´jnφ (3.2)
Moreover, these Fourier series coefficients cn are given by the integral:
cnpk0ρq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
e´jk0ρcosφe´jnφdφ
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The integral before is Bessel’s first integral, so it yields:
cnpk0ρq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
e´jk0ρcosφe´jnφdφ “ jnJnpk0ρq (3.3)
where Jnpk0ρq is the Bessel function of the first kind.
In this way, by replacing equation (3.3) in equation (3.2) one reaches the Jacobi-
Anger expansion, which expresses the incident plane wave in terms of cylindrical
waves, or cylindrical harmonics, given by Bessel functions:
~Einc “ zˆE0e´jk0x “ zˆE0e´jk0ρcosφ “ zˆE0
8ÿ
n“´8
j´nJnpk0ρqejnφ
This fact really makes sense since Bessel functions are required to solveHelmholtz
Equation in cylindrical coordinates, derived from Maxwell’s Equations (see Ap-
pendix A.1.2). These functions appear as the solution to Bessel’s Equation, which
corresponds to one of the equations (more specifically, the radial component) ob-
tained when solving the problem by applying separation of variables. On the other
hand, Jn and Yn (Bessel functions of the first and second kind) are both real func-
tions for real arguments and they usually represent standing waves, whereas Hankel
functions (see Appendix A.1.2.1) Hp1qn “ Jn ` jYn and Hp2qn “ Jn ´ jYn represent
traveling waves [39]. This fact becomes visible in the following expressions, which
are meant to describe the scattered field propagating away from the cylinder and the
total field enclosed inside:
~Escat “ zˆE0
8ÿ
n“´8
anH
p2q
n pk0ρqejnφ (3.4)
where the term an stands for all the scattering coefficients (which are unknown yet)
and Hp2qn does for the Hankel function of the second kind.
~Einside “ zˆE0
8ÿ
n“´8
bnJnpk1ρqejnφ (3.5)
where the term bn stands for the corresponding coefficients to the modes inside and
k1 does for the wavenumber according to the physical properties of the cylinder.
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The corresponding incident magnetic field is obtained by applying Maxwell-
Faraday Equation (see Definition 19) on the electric field described before:
∇ˆ ~E “ ´jωµ ~H ñ
~H inc “ ´ 1
jωµ
∇ˆ ~Einc “ ´ 1
jωµ
∇ˆ1
ρ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ρˆ ρφˆ zˆ
B
Bρ
B
Bφ
B
Bt
0 0 Eincz
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ “ ´
1
jρωµ
ˆ
ρˆ
B
BφE
inc
z ´ ρφˆ BBρE
inc
z
˙
Moreover, ∇ˆ ~Etan “ ´zˆˆ∇Ez, and so the calculation of the tangential magnetic
field can be made simpler applying the gradient (see Definition 10):
∇Ez “ ρˆBEzBρ ` φˆ
1
ρ
BEz
Bφ ` zˆ
BEz
Bz “ ρˆ
BEz
Bρ ` φˆ
1
ρ
BEz
Bφ ` 0 “ ρˆ
BEz
Bρ ` φˆ
1
ρ
BEz
Bφ
where Ez can be referred to the scattering field in equation (3.4) or to the field inside
that was described in equation (3.5).
At the contour of the cylinder the derivative of the fields in equations (3.4) or
(3.5) with respect to φ is just the exponent times the function:
∇Ez “ ρˆBEzBρ ` φˆ
jn
ρ
Ez
Therefore, the tangential magnetic component is:
~Htan “ ´1
jωµ
∇ˆ ~Etan “ ´1
jωµ
p´zˆ ˆ∇Ezq “ 1
jωµ
zˆ ˆ
ˆ
ρˆ
BEz
Bρ ` φˆ
jn
ρ
Ez
˙
ñ
~Htan “ 1
jωµ
ˆ
φˆ
BEz
Bρ ´ ρˆ
jn
ρ
Ez
˙
“ 1
jkη
ˆ
φˆ
BEz
Bρ ´ ρˆ
jn
ρ
Ez
˙
where ~Etan and ~Htan are the tangential electric and magnetic field components, k
is the wavenumber (m´1) and η is the impedance of the medium (Ω). In addition,
zˆ ˆ ρˆ “ φˆ and zˆ ˆ φˆ “ ´ρˆ.
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Only the boundary condition Hφ “ 1
jkη
BEz
Bρ must be satisfied, so the magnetic
fields at the edge are the derivatives of equations (3.4) and (3.5) with respect to ρ.
• Magnetic field inside pρ ă aq:
Hφ “ 1
jk1η1
8ÿ
n“´8
bnk1J
1
npk1ρqejnφ
• Magnetic field outside pρ ą aq:
Hφ “ 1
jk0η0
8ÿ
n“´8
rj´nk0J 1npk0ρq ` ank0Hp2qn pk0ρqsejnφ
When the tangential components of both fields are equated and ρ “ a is imposed,
then the following equalities arise:
• ~Einside “ ~Einc ` ~Escat:
bnJnpk1aq “ j´nJnpk0aq ` anHp2qn pk0aq (3.6)
• ~H inside “ ~H inc ` ~Hscat with n1 “ η0η1 “
?
1?
0
:
n1bnJ
1
npk1aq “ j´nJ 1npk0aq ` anHp2q1n pk0aq (3.7)
This system of linear equations may be rewritten in matrix form so that the term
an can be isolated applying Cramer’s Rule. Only that term will be considered as
it is the scattered field in equation (3.4) what is to be characterized.˜
H
p2q
n pk0aq ´Jnpk1aq
H
p2q1
n pk0aq ´n1J 1npk1aq
¸˜
an
bn
¸
“
˜
´j´nJnpk0aq
´j´nk0J 1npk0aq
¸
ñ
an “
j´n
∣∣∣∣∣´Jnpk0aq ´Jnpk1aq´J 1npk0aq ´n1J 1npk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Hp2qn pk0aq ´Jnpk1aqHp2q1n pk0aq ´k1J 1npk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣
“ j
´nrn1Jnpk0aqJ 1npk1aq ´ J 1npk0aqJnpk1aqs
´n1Hp2qn pk0aqJ 1npk1aq `Hp2q
1
n pk0aqJnpk1aq
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3.2 Scattering Cancellation
As previously explained, Mantle Cloaking can get closer to a practical realization of
cloaking since it does not rely on the bulk constitutive properties of a certain mate-
rial but just on the transverse impedance of a patterned metallic surface. The goal of
this procedure is to prove the validity of a cloaking mechanism which is independent
from the angle of incidence and wave polarization.
It is obvious that the periodic FSS patterns comprising the cloak must be much
smaller than the wavelength of operation in order to work as expected. More-
over, its electromagnetic behavior can be described by means of an averaged surface
impedance, henceforth Zs, which relates the averaged tangential electric field on the
surface to the averaged induced electric current density in this way [37]:
~Etan “ Zs ¨ ~Js
where ~Js stands for the current density, that can be written as: ~Js “ nˆˆp ~H`tan´ ~H´tanq.
~Htan is the tangential magnetic field component.
Again, these assumptions are only valid as long as the inclusions are smaller
than the wavelength of operation. Although Zs “ Rs ´ jXs, at radio frequencies it
is usually assumed that there is no absorption or losses and therefore this average
surface impedance is purely reactive and Zs “ ´jXs. The following figure depicts
the new layout of the problem once the cloak have been added:
Figure 3.2: Geometrical layout of the cylinder and the cloak (in red).
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In the situation represented above the cloak must also fulfill one more boundary
condition, which is:
nˆˆ pHoutφ ´H inφ qφˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“a
“ Jz zˆ
ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“a
“ Ez
Zs
ˇˇˇˇ
ρ“a
Since ZspHoutφ ´H inφ q “ Ez, equations (3.6) and (3.7) change in this way:
Ez “ j´nJnpk0aq ` anHp2qn pk0aq “ bnJnpk1aq
ZspHoutφ ´H inφ q “ 1jk0η0
´
Zsj
´nk0J
1
npk0aq ` anZsk0Hp2q1n pk0aq
¯
´ 1
jk1η1
´
bnZsk1J
1
npk1aq
¯
Thus, the set of equations in (3.1) can be rewritten as:
¨˝
H
p2q
n pk0aq ´Jnpk1aq
1
jη0
ZsH
p2q1
n pk0aq ´ 1
jη1
ZsJ
1
npk1aq ´ Jnpk1aq
‚˛˜an
bn
¸
“
¨˝
´j´nJnpk0aq
´j´n 1
jη0
ZsJ
1
npk0aq
‚˛
Again n1 “ η0
η1
“
c
1
0
is defined, and therefore the linear system of equations
can be expressed as:
˜
H
p2q
n pk0aq ´Jnpk1aq
ZsH
p2q1
n pk0aq ´n1ZsJ 1npk1aq ´ jη0Jnpk1aq
¸˜
an
bn
¸
“
˜
´j´nJnpk0aq
´j´nZsJ 1npk0aq
¸
ñ
an “
j´n
∣∣∣∣∣ ´Jnpk0aq ´Jnpk1aq´ZsJ 1npk0aq ´n1ZsJ 1npk1aq ´ jη0Jnpk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hp2qn pk0aq ´Jnpk1aqZsHp2q1n pk0aq ´n1ZsJ 1npk1aq ´ jη0Jnpk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣
(3.8)
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Since the target is to minimize the scattering coefficient an in equation (3.4) as
much as possible, by imposing an “ 0 one can get the corresponding expression of
the surface impedance Zs as a function of n:
Zsn1Jnpk0aqJ 1npk1aq ` jη0Jnpk0aqJnpk1aq “ ZsJ 1npk0aqJnpk1aq ñ
Zs “ ´jη0Jnpk0aqJnpk1aq
n1Jnpk0aqJ 1npk1aq ´ J 1npk0aqJnpk1aq
which is the most general expression of surface impedance Zs when making the
scattering term zero. This Zs is purely imaginary by definition.
Finally, when setting n “ 0 in order to act on the main term affecting scattering
one obtains the impedance expression shown below:
Zs “ jη0J0pk0aqJ0pk1aq
n1J0pk0aqJ1pk1aq ´ J1pk0aqJ0pk1aq (3.9)
in which the impedance in vacuum is known as η0 “ 120pi and the equivalence
J
1
0pkaq “ ´J1pkaq can be written due to the properties of Bessel functions (see
Appendix A.1.2).
This result, which is only valid for the problem layout defined in Figure 3.2, is
absolutely vital for the design, as it is the value that provides invisibility at the
desired frequency (which is taken into account in the wavenumber term). That is
why this expression has been saved as function CalcZs.m (see Appendix C.1) in
MATLAB, in order to be called in further calculations. From now on, it will be
possible to find out the impedance satisfying the condition a0 “ 0 in case that some
design parameters change.
Note: Every created function to be used throughout this work is contained in
Appendix C (see Appendix C).
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3.2.1 Scattering Cancellation in not-attaching Cloaks
However, and since different geometries and approaches are also possible for other
sort of constructions, the effect that these changes may have on the surface impedance
Zs will be commented next. In this case, a given third medium will be placed in
between the cloak and the cylinder, making the solution analytically more difficult.
For the sake of simplicity the procedure for achieving these expressions will not be
included here, even though it is very similar to the one discussed in last section.
Figure 3.3: Geometrical layout of the cylinder and the cloak (in red), this time
considering a medium in between with a certain kc. On the other hand, since the
radius of the cloak now coincides with the width of this medium, a new term ac must
be also taken into account.
In the same way as explained in the Plasmonic Cloaking case (see chapter 2.3),
scattering cancellation for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) coefficients lies in minimizing the following expression [40]:
σ2D “ 4
k0
8ÿ
n“´8
|cTEn |2 “ 4k0
8ÿ
n“´8
|cTMn |2 (3.10)
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These coefficients cn are given at the same time by these two ratios, depending
on the case:
cTEn “ ´ P
TE
n
P TEn ` jQTEn c
TM
n “ ´ P
TEM
n
P TMn ` jQTMn
where Pn and Qn are 4x4 matrices coming from the system of equations that has been
derived by solving the Scattering Cancellation Problem when taking into account a
third medium. Again, only the Tranverse Magnetic (TM) case is considered and the
corresponding matrices are shown below:
P TMn “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Jnpkaq Jnpk0aq Ynpk0aq 0
kJ
1
npkaq{µr k0J 1npk0aq k0Y 1npk0aq 0
0 Jnpk0acq Ynpk0acq Jnpk0acq
0 J
1
npk0acq ` jωµ0Jnpk0acqk0Zs Y
1
npk0acq ` jωµ0Ynpk0acqk0Zs J
1
npk0acq
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
QTMn “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Jnpkaq Jnpk0aq Ynpk0aq 0
kJ
1
npkaq{µr k0J 1npk0aq k0Y 1npk0aq 0
0 Jnpk0acq Ynpk0acq Ynpk0acq
0 J
1
npk0acq ` jωµ0Jnpk0acqk0Zs Y
1
npk0acq ` jωµ0Ynpk0acqk0Zs Y
1
npk0acq
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
where Jn and Yn stand for the Bessel functions of the first and second kind (respec-
tively), J 1n and Y
1
n do for their derivatives with respect to the argument in parenthesis.
k0 is the free space wavenumber, k the wavenumber inside the cylinder and kc the
wavenumber in the space between the cylinder and the cloak. In the same way, a
corresponds to the radius of the cylinder, whereas ac corresponds to the radius of
the cloak.
The way to solve these determinants has also been saved as a set of different
functions in MATLAB, which can be checked in Appendix C.
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Regarding how they have been designed some aspects must be highlighted:
• Since derivatives must be computed numerically in order to avoid problems due
to symbolic calculations, four functions were created. These functions J 1npxq
and Y 1npxq, respectively, were verified by means of two different approaches:
– The chain rule of derivatives, computed with functions crder_besselj.m
and crder_bessely.m (see Appendix C.2):
J
1
n “ Jn´1pxq ´ nxJnpxq Y
1
n “ Yn´1pxq ´ nxYnpxq
– The method of finite differences, computed with functions numder_besselj.m
and numder_bessely.m:
J
1
n “ Jnpx` hq ´ Jnpx´ hq2h Y
1
n “ Ynpx` hq ´ Ynpx´ hq2h
where h stands for the very little difference which is added or subtracted.
CalcZs_cyl_cr.m and CalcZs_cyl_num.m (see Appendix C.1) are MAT-
LAB functions created to isolate the required averaged surface impedance Zs, de-
pending on the method to compute derivatives. In this case they are just a solver
forcing the determinant P TMn to be zero. As one could expect, assuming ac “ a
and kc “ k0, in other words, the cloak perfectly attached to the cylinder, all three
previous functions CalcZs.m, CalcZs_cil_cr.m and CalcZs_cil_num.m pro-
vide the same result. For a cylinder of radius a “ 1.34 cm and relative permittivity
r “ 2.723 designed to work at a frequency f “ 3.75 GHz:
• Checking of results in the MATLAB console:
>> CalcZs(0.0134,3.75e9,2.723,1)
ans =
0.000000000000000e+00 + 1.957559835618318e+02i
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>> CalcZs_cyl_cr(0,0.0134/lambda0,1,2.723,1)
ans =
0.000000000000000e+00 + 1.959580428779688e+02i
>> CalcZs_cyl_num(0,0.0134/lambda0,1,2.723,1)
ans =
0.000000000000000e+00 + 1.959580658279347e+02i
3.2.2 Scattering Cancellation in Spherical Cloaks
Cloaking spheres share the same fundamental as cylinders ro achieve invisibility.
Most of the formulation is similar and only few changes must be taken into account.
Of course, the main ones are derived from the consideration of spherical Bessel
functions (see chapter A.1.2.2) since the coordinate system is changed and spherical
coordinates must be used when solving the equations in this geometry. For instance,
starting from the equation in (A.1.2.2) the derivatives must be computed again:
Bpx ¨ jspxqq
Bx “
B
´
x ¨ pJn` 1
2
pxq
¯
Bx “ x
1
ˆ
Jn` 1
2
pxq
c
pi
2x
˙
` x
ˆ
Jn` 1
2
pxq
c
pi
2x
˙
“
Jn` 1
2
pxq
c
pi
2x
` x
˜
´1
2
c
pi
2
c
1
x3
Jn` 1
2
pxq `
c
pi
2x
ˆ
Jn` 1
2
`1pxq ´
n` 1
2
x
Jn` 1
2
pxq
˙¸
“
Jn` 1
2
pxq
c
pi
2x
`
ˆ
´1
2
c
pi
2x
pJn` 1
2
pxq ` x
c
pi
2x
ˆ
pJn` 1
2
´1pxq ´
n` 1
2
x
Jn` 1
2
pxq
˙˙
“
Jn` 1
2
pxq
c
pi
2x
´ 1
2
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
pxq ` x
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
´1pxq ´
c
pi
2x
ˆ
n` 1
2
˙
Jn` 1
2
`1pxq “
Jn` 1
2
pxq
c
pi
2x
´1
2
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
pxq`x
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
´1pxq´n
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
pxq´1
2
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
pxq “c
pi
2x
ˆ
Jn` 1
2
pxq ´ 1
2
Jn` 1
2
pxq ` xJn´ 1
2
pxq ´ nJn` 1
2
pxq ´ 1
2
Jn` 1
2
pxq
˙
ñ
Bpx ¨ jspxqq
Bx “
c
pi
2x
´
x ¨ nJn´ 1
2
pxq ´ n ¨ nJn` 1
2
pxq
¯
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The corresponding MATLAB functions to calculate these derivatives were also
implemented and they are listed as crder_xsbesselj.m and crder_xsbessel.m in
Appendix C.2. Again, the target is to minimize equation (3.10) as much as possible,
but in this case coefficients cn are computed as follows. On the other hand, the main
scattering term becomes now coefficient cn with n “ 1:
cTEn “ ´ U
TE
n
UTEn ` jV TEn c
TM
n “ ´ U
TM
n
UTMn ` jV TMn
where Un and Vn are 4x4 matrices coming from the system of equations derived by
solving the Scattering Cancellation Problem in spherical coordinates as displayed
down below for the TM case:
UTMn “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
jnpkaq jnpk0aq ynpk0aq 0
rkajnpkaqs1{r rk0ajns1pk0aq rk0aynpk0aqs1 0
0 jnpk0acq ` rk0acjnpk0acqs
1
jω0acZs
ynpk0acq ` rk0acynpk0acqs
1
jω0acZs
jnpk0acq
0 rk0acjnpk0acqs1 rk0acynpk0acqs1 rk0acjnpk0acqs1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
V TMn “
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
jnpkaq jnpk0aq ynpk0aq 0
rkajnpkaqs1{r rk0ajns1pk0aq rk0aynpk0aqs1 0
0 jnpk0acq ` rk0acjnpk0acqs
1
jω0acZs
ynpk0acq ` rk0acynpk0acqs
1
jω0acZs
ynpk0acq
0 rk0acjnpk0acqs1 rk0acynpk0acqs1 rk0acynpk0acqs1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
where jn and yn stand for the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second
kind (respectively) and r¨ ¨ ¨ s1 do for the derivative with respect to the argument in
parenthesis.
Note: Additionally, some more MATLAB functions regarding this method were
created at the beginning of the project and included in the Appendix just in case
they were needed, despite of the fact that they have nothing to do with the real
objective of Mantle Cloaking for a dielectric cylinder.
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3.3 Patterned Metallic Frequency Selective Surfaces
in order to provide the desired Surface Impedance
3.3.1 Mesh-grid design
As it was discussed in section 3.2.1, in order to make a dielectric cylinder invisi-
ble a cloak behaving as an inductive surface impedance Zs is required. Moreover,
both Transverse Electric and Transverse Magnetic polarized modes do
not have to be solved simultaneously as scattering is mainly dominated
by one of these two responses. Since TM-case is usually dominant, the cloak has
been optimized in such so that the maximum suppression is obtained in this scenario.
Mesh-grid designs can be modeled according to few parameters that are vital to
determine the magnitude of the resulting impedance. In the TM-polarized case, the
surface impedance Zs can be computed by [42]:
ZTMs “ jωη0D2cpi ln
´
csc
´piw
2D
¯¯ˆ
1´ sin
2θs
r ` 1
˙
(3.11)
where ω is the angular frequency of operation, η0 is the impedance in vacuum, c
is the speed of light in vacuum (3 ¨ 108 m
s
), θs is the angle of incidence, r is the
dielectric relative permittivity and, more especially, D and w stand for the length
and width of the strips that compose the mesh, respectively. To clarify how these
cells are designed, the following figure is included:
Figure 3.4: Mesh-grid geometry .
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3.3.2 Jerusalem Cross design
The target is again to construct a cloak able to act as an inductive surface impedance
Zs at the frequency of operation. However, when geometry changes the equation to
model this impedance must change as well. In the TM-polarized case [42]:
ZTMs “ jωLTMg ` 1jωCg
where the inductance Lg and the capacitance Cg are defined to be:
LTMg “ η0D2cpi ln csc
´piw
2D
¯
Cg “ 0rd
pi
”
ln
´
csc
´ pig
2D
¯¯
` F
ı
At the same time, F is given by:
F “
d
1´
ˆ
d
λ
˙2
u2
1`
d
1´
ˆ
d
λ
˙2
p1´ u2q
`
„
dup3u´ 2q
4λ
2
, u “ cos2
´pig
2d
¯
, λ “ 2pi
k0
dˆ
r ` 1
2
˙
Figure 3.5: Jerusalem Cross geometry.
Note: The meaning of all these variables is the same as in section 3.3.1.
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3.4 Cell Impedance Characterization in MATLAB
The equations studying the required surface impedance only return a certain value
once the rest of variables have already been set. Therefore, they are just a tool to
relate concepts and infer how they depend on each other. According to the geometries
that have been discussed, the decision on every parameter must be made after fully
understanding the way that the rest of variables may be affected. This impedance
characterization can be made due to the consequences of Floquet’s Theorem:
Definition 2 Floquet’s Theorem for periodical structures states that in a
given mode and at a given frequency, the electromagnetic fields at any pair of corre-
sponding points separated by a certain period are related by the same constant factor
[43]. In other words, it claims that the behavior of the full (infinite) structure can be
inferred by the behavior of every cell composing it. Consequently, one can model an
infinite plane of cells by characterizing a single one.
Since the idea consists in assuming an infinite plane of cells acting together,
then the larger the number of pattern repetitions the closer to the model and the
more accurate the desired surface impedance will be. However, too thin strips are
impossible to implement in reality due to technical limitations that current machines
cannot afford, and that is why only four pattern repetitions (N “ 4) will be
used to construct the cloak that encloses the dielectric cylinder. Regarding
design parameters such as length or width, several functions were created according
to geometry: mesh-grid or Jerusalem cross, depending on the case. In both cases
the first step consists in the calculation of the required Surface Impedance, the one
providing maximum scattering cancellation, as previously explained in section 3.2.1.
MATLAB function CalcZs_cyl_cr.m calculates this impedance.
• Design frequency: f0 “ 3.75 GHz
• Radius of the cylinder: a “ 1.34 cm
• Ratio of the cloak radius with respect to the cylinder’s:
ac
a
“ 1
• Relative permittivity: r “ 2.723 * Note: This value is derived from the
results in chapter 4.1.
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• Angle of incidence: θi “ pi
2
>> Zs=CalcZs_cyl_cr(0,0.0134/lambda0,1,2.723,1)
Zs =
0.0000e+00 + 1.9596e+02i
First of all, parameterD is defined as the length of every cell forming the network,
no matter the type of design. Thus it is given by the following expression, given by
CalcD.m as shown in C.3.1:
D “ 2pia
N
where a stands for the radius of the cylinder cloak and N is the number of pattern
repetitions along the perimeter, in this case N “ 4.
>> D=CalcD(4,0.0134)
D =
0.0210
3.4.1 Mesh-grid Surface Impedance
In the simplest case, that corresponds to this configuration, the calculation of width
is made using the values specified above and isolating w from equation (3.11). This
is made with function Calcw_mgrid.m (see Appendix C.3.1):
>> w=Calcw_mgrid(Zs,3.75,D/lambda0,2.723,pi/2)
w =
0.0019
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After these two values w and D have been calculated it is possible to observe
how impedance and scattering change as a function of frequency. In the case of a
cell with those dimensions, the following figures show the surface impedance Zs as
a function of frequency and the scattering cancellation obtained when solving de-
terminants 3.2.1 and 3.2.1 in order to obtain a certain value of cn, that is used to
find out the value of σ2D in the scattering expression (see equation (3.10)). These
tasks are conducted by using MATLAB functions plotmgrid_Zs.m and plotm-
grid_Scat.m, which at the same time calls checking_cr.m (see C.3.2 and C.3.3).
Figure 3.6: Mesh-grid analytical Zs. Figure 3.7: Mesh-grid analytical σ2D.
3.4.2 Jerusalem Cross Surface Impedance
In case of a Jerusalem Cross configuration the procedure is equivalent, and therefore
the width remains the first value that must be calculated. At this point it is also
important to mention that dimensions g and d were predefined to be g “ 2 mm and
d “ 12.5 mm so that fabrication was feasible. Anyway, only one variable must be
adapted to fulfill the impedance objective, and this is w.
>> w=Calcw_jcross(Zs,3.75,D/lambda0,g/lambda0,d/lambda0,2.723)
w =
0.0019 + 0.0000i
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In the same way as in the mesh-grid case, one can plot the dependence of
impedance and scattering cancellation as a function of frequency, but this time us-
ing functions plotjcross_Zs.m and plotjcross_Scat.m (see Appendix C.3.2 and
C.3.3).
Figure 3.8: Jerusalem Cross analytical Zs. Figure 3.9: Jerusalem Cross analytical σ2D.
Some conclusions can be drawn from these results. First it is the directly propor-
tional relationship between impedance and frequency: the higher the frequency
being analyzed the larger the corresponding surface impedance. Moreover,
both configurations grant a really good approach to the desired Zs, although maybe
the mesh-grid case is more accurate due to model simplicity. On the other hand,
when comparing the scattering cancellation graphs displayed in Figures 3.7 and 3.9
Jerusalem cross is a little worse since the peak of suppression does not low as much
as mesh-grid configuration does (even though both results are good enough). On the
other hand, there is also an apparent contradiction as Jerusalem Cross models
are supposed to provide broader bandwidths and, however, both designs seem
to work the same. This fact can be explained by observing at the nature of the plots:
they are analytical. In other words, since they are imposing dimensions in order to
fit the requirements and achieve a certain impedance, then their behaviors turn out
to be equally perfect when they are computed.
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3.5 Infinite Planar FSS Impedance Simulation
Once the geometry of the units cells corresponding to each design has been perfectly
characterized, now it is time to find out how accurate the results are when running a
simulation. To do that, Computer Simulation Technology Studio (CST) will
be used and every step carefully detailed.
3.5.1 Electromagnetic Simulation and further Measurement
of Surface Impedance by using S-Parameters
Before starting it is absolutely vital to perfectly understand the theoretical procedure
to be followed. Since the Frequency Domain Solver in CST allows the calculation
of S-Parameters, two Floquet Ports (displayed later on) will be placed in order to
make the system behave as if it were a transmission line. The images down below
are meant to clarify this assumption:
Figure 3.10: Planar FSS system considered as a transmission line with a parallel
impedance Zs. The excitation signal has been chosen to be a plane wave.
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Figure 3.11: S11 parameter deduction from the line transmission model in the figure
above.
In agreement with the definition of parameter S11, that establishes a relationship
with the reflection coefficient Γ (as explained in chapter A.3.2.1), S11 can be written
and developed as:
S11 “ ZL ´ Z0
ZL ` Z0 “
ZL
Z0
´ 1
ZL
Z0
` 1 “
Zs{{Z0
Z0
´ 1
Zs{{Z0
Z0
` 1 ñ S11
ˆ
Zs{{Z0
Z0
` 1
˙
“
ˆ
Zs{{Z0
Z0
´ 1
˙
S11
Zs{{Z0
Z0
` S11 “ Zs{{Z0
Z0
´ 1 ñ Zs{{Z0
Z0
pS11 ´ 1q “ ´1´ S11
Hence:
Zs{{Z0
Z0
“ 1` S11
1´ S11 ñ Zs{{Z0 “ Z0
ˆ
1` S11
1´ S11
˙
ñ 1
Zs
` 1
Z0
“ 1
Z0
ˆ
1´ S11
1` S11
˙
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Finally:
1
Zs
“ 1
Z0
ˆ
1´ S11
1` S11 ´ 1
˙
“ 1
Z0
ˆ
1´ S11 ´ 1´ S11
1` S11
˙
“ 1
Z0
ˆ ´2S11
1` S11
˙
Zs “ ´Z0
ˆ
1` S11
2S11
˙
(3.12)
• Second method as a different way to verify it:
As an alternative to S-Parameters, the behavior of a linear network can be de-
scribed by means of ABCD-Parameters. The main advantage of using these pa-
rameters is that ABCD matrices can be cascaded to provide the performance of two
consecutive networks, whereas S-Parameters cannot do the same so easily. According
to Pozar’s book [44], some useful two-port circuits on which ABCD-Parameters may
be applied are:
Figure 3.12: ABCD assignation by Pozar’s book to some typical circuits.
In this case the system can be modeled as the second network in the figure.
Therefore, since it is known that the conversion from parameter S11 to ABCD is
given by:
S11 “
A` B
Z0
´ CZ0 ´D
A` B
Z0
` CZ0 `D
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Thus, just replacing the values provided by Figure 3.12 one can check out that
the result turns out to be the same as in equation (3.12):
S11 “ 1´ Y Z0 ´ 1
1` Y Z0 ` 1 “
Z0
Zs
2` Z0
Zs
“ ´Z0
2Zs ` Z0 ñ 2S11Zs ` S11Z0 “ ´Z0
Zs “ ´Z0 ´ S11Z0
2S11
ñ Zs “ ´Z0
ˆ
1` S11
2S11
˙
3.5.1.1 Mesh-grid Cell Surface Impedance by Simulation
Taking into account the geometry that was optimized in section 3.4, an infinitely
thin planar cell is parametrized. This design is shown in next figure:
Figure 3.13: Mesh-grid in CST on which different parameters have been specified.
CST allows placing Floquet Ports in order to calculate S-Parameters. The
position of these Floquet ports must be properly set, as well as the number of modes
which will be computed. In this way, only the first TM and TE modes will be
considered, the frequency range has been defined to be p0 Hz, 20 GHzq and the
distance from the cells to the ports is
λ
4
. The following figure tries to clarify how
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geometry has been expanded along both directions in order to get closer to the
assumption of an infinite plane when simulating:
Figure 3.14: Expanded mesh-grid geometry for the simulation of S-Parameters. Flo-
quet Ports are placed at the sides of the cube which are parallel to the cell.
The main result to be analyzed is parameter SZmaxp2q,Zmaxp2q (S11) since TM
corresponds to the second mode which has been simulated. On the other hand, Zmax
stands for the port on the same side as the impinging plane wave. With a view
to a further analysis in MATLAB, the polar representation of these parameters is
exported and saved as a .txt file containing magnitude and phase corresponding to
every frequency in the range from 0 to 20 GHz.
Figure 3.15: Polar plot of parameter S11 and a little excerpt from the file which will
be processed in MATLAB.
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At this point it is important to mention that the computation of parameter S11
is made at the Floquet port, and therefore the calculation of the surface impedance
must first take into account a that it is not placed at the unit cell. To do that,
before replacing the obtained values in equation (3.12), the right S11 (S11 cell) must
be found. This is done by applying the property of transmission lines that states
that the length of the line has an effect on the parameter that is given by:
S11 cell “ S11 port ¨ e j2pidλ
where d stands for the distance between the Floquet port and the cell.
This computation is performed by means of script impedance.m (see Appendix
C.4), which takes the file generated by CST as a source to provide the following
graph showing the simulated impedance as a function of frequency:
Figure 3.16: Mesh-grid Cell Impedance as a function of frequency. Both real (red)
and imaginary (blue) parts have been plotted.
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As expected, not only the real part is zero at all frequencies (Zs is purely reactive
in the ideal case) but also the surface impedance which is obtained around the design
frequency (Zs “ j184.4Ω) is very close to the desired one (Zs “ j195.96 Ω). On the
other hand, the reactance Xs is very sensitive to frequency variations, so it seems
that a great accuracy will be required when building a real prototype. However,
since this is an ideal infinite planar FSS metasurface and neither simulation nor the
modeling are perfect, this result must be only taken as a good indicator, but in
any case as a trustful impedance value for the future. Additionally, quantifying the
effect of changing the strip width w on the resulting surface impedance Zs would be
interesting. To do so several simulations have been performed, as presented next:
Figure 3.17: Parametric analysis of the mesh-grid cell impedance for different values
of width and cross-end length. The imaginary part is marked in blue.
One can observe that the higher the frequency the bigger the difference
between the values of Zmax and Zmin (about 40 Ω at f “ f0). Also regarding
this tendency, when strip width reduces surface impedance increases, but since
equation (3.11) establishes a directly proportional relationship between the surface
impedance and the cosecant term where parameter w, the result makes sense.
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3.5.1.2 Jerusalem Cross Cell Surface Impedance by Simulation
Since the procedure to simulate a Jerusalem Cross cell is exactly the same as for the
mesh-grid case, only those aspects which are different will be specified. In this case
the unit cell looks like this:
Figure 3.18: Jerusalem Cross design in CST on which different parameters have been
specified.
For this design CST has not allowed the use of copper as a constitutive material.
Instead, a perfect electric conductor (PEC) has been chosen. Anyway, the simulation
settings remain constant and parameter S11 is re-calculated in the same way, this is
to say, placing two Floquet Ports after approaching the periodicity to infinity:
Figure 3.19: Expanded Jerusalem Cross geometry for the simulation of S-Parameters.
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Finally, only the parametric analysis of the surface impedance Zs provided by
script impedance.m (see Appendix C.4) will be displayed:
Figure 3.20: Parametric analysis of Jerusalem Cross cell impedance for different
values of width. The imaginary part is marked in blue.
The impedance value at f “ 3.75 GHz when w “ 1.9 mm and d “ 9 mm has
been highlighted here. This value (Zs “ j198.5 Ω) is this time much closer to
the desired one than by mesh-grid. Moreover, changes in width are now
considerably more relevant, since at the design frequency Zmax and Zmin are
separated several hundreds ohms. On the other hand, one can see some asymptotes
(in blue) at different frequencies. In the mesh-grid case, they were not displayed
as they occurred beyond f “ 10 GHz. In addition, the same tendency as in the
previous case still persists: the wider w the lower the impedance. Regarding
the cross-end length, the longer d the lower the impedance. Both effects are
especially sharped at high frequencies since the resulting Zs increases exponentially.
In summary, one can conclude that this design may be useful to obtain more
accurate results but in return a great precision will be required during a hypothetical
experimental realization.
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3.6 Cylindrical FSS Impedance by Simulation
In order to find out an analytical expression allowing to simulate Zs first the reader
must remember that the surface impedance was obtained by forcing the fundamental
scattering term a0 to be zero (see section 3.2). A linear system of equations in which
a0 and Zs depended on each other was then set up to eventually isolate Zs. Now the
procedure will be similar but the real value of a0 will be considered, and this time
it will not be exactly zero. Afterward, by using the relationships in the system of
equations, the calculation of the value of surface impedance will be straight forward.
The starting point of the analysis consists in establishing a dependence between
the scattered field that can be simulated by software and the an coefficients to be
computed, as stated in equation (3.4):
~Escat “ zˆE0
8ÿ
n“´8
anH
p2q
n pk0ρqejnφ
for ρ ą a.
From this expression there are two clarifications that should be taken into ac-
count:
• With the aim of making further steps simpler, the Hankel term can also be
evaluated according to far field conditions, which yields:
Hp2qn pk0ρq «
c
2
pik0ρ
e´jpk0ρ´n
pi
2
´pi
4
q “ 1
pi
d
λ
ρ
e´jpk0ρ´n
pi
2
´pi
4
q (3.13)
for k0ρÑ 8.
• The couple of terms anH
p2q
n pk0ρq stands for all Fourier coefficients of the form:
anH
p2q
n pk0ρq “ 12pi
ż 2pi
0
Ezpρ, φqe´jnφdφ (3.14)
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On the other hand, the theoretic expressions being described above are on the
basis of a bi-dimensional analysis of the scattering problem. However, since simula-
tions have been run in the three-dimensional space, then a correcting factor must be
applied. In this case it is given by [45]:
Ez 3D « ETM 2D Le
j pi
4?
λρ
ñ ETM 2D « Ez 3D
?
λρ
Lej
pi
4
Additionally, the simulation software that have been chosen to run the simulations
(FIESTA-3D) computes the field by Ez FIESTA “ ρEz 3D omitting 1
r
(
1
ρ
when
setting the x-y plane) and e´jk0ρ, what leads to:
ETM 2D « Ez 3D 1
ρ
?
λρ
Lej
pi
4
“ Ez FIESTA
d
λ
ρ
1
Lej
pi
4
e´jk0ρ (3.15)
Again, in respect of the Fourier series coefficients in equation (3.14):
• Magnitude (according to equations (3.13) and (3.14):
|anHp2qpk0ρq| « |an|
c
2
pik0ρ
“ 1
2pi
d
λ
ρ
1
L
ˇˇˇˇż 2pi
0
Ez FIESTApφq e´jnφ dφ
ˇˇˇˇ
ñ
|an|
d
λ
pi2ρ
“
d
λ
ρ
1
2piL
ˇˇˇˇż 2pi
0
Ez FIESTApφq e´jnφ dφ
ˇˇˇˇ
ñ
|an| “ pi
L
1
2pi
ˇˇˇˇż 2pi
0
Ez FIESTApφq e´jnφ dφ
ˇˇˇˇ
Since the interesting term is |a0|, the equivalence e´jnφ “ 1 can be assumed
and therefore the expression reduces to:
|a0| “ pi
L
ˇˇ
meanrEz FIESTApφqs
ˇˇ
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• Phase (according to equations (3.13) and (3.15):
a0
1
pi
d
λ
ρ
e´jpk0ρ´0¨
pi
2
´pi
4
q “
d
λ
ρ
1
Lej
pi
4
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
Ez FIESTApφq e´j0¨φ dφ e´jk0ρ ñ
a0
1
pi
d
λ
ρ
e´jk0ρ`a0 1
pi
d
λ
ρ
ej
pi
4 “
d
λ
ρ
e´j
pi
4
L
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
Ez FIESTApφq dφ e´jk0ρ ñ
a0
1
pi
pe´jk0ρ ¨ ej pi4 q “ e
´j pi
4
L
ˇˇ
meanrEz FIESTApφqs
ˇˇ
e´jk0ρ ñ
a0 “ pi
L
e´jk0ρ ¨ e´j pi4
e´jk0ρ ¨ ej pi4
ˇˇ
meanrEz FIESTApφqs
ˇˇ
Regarding phase terms, the only one that is not canceled is e´j
pi
4 ¨ e´j pi4 “
e´jp
pi
4
`pi
4
q “ e´j pi2 “ ´j.
Therefore, a0 can be calculated by:
a0 “ ´j pi
L
ˇˇ
meanrEz FIESTApφqs
ˇˇ
Now the problem consists in the calculation of the surface impedance Zs from
this coefficient a0. Back to equation (3.8) one can find a different definition of an
(henceforth, a0):
a0 “
∣∣∣∣∣ ´J0pk0aq ´J0pk1aq´ZsJ 10pk0aq ´n1ZsJ 10pk1aq ´ jη0J0pk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hp2q0 pk0aq ´J0pk1aqZsHp2q10 pk0aq ´n1ZsJ 10pk1aq ´ jη0J0pk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣
According to the properties of Bessel functions in chapter A.1.2.3, a straight
forward way to compute Z 10pαxq is also by Z 10pαxq “ ´Z 11pαxq, where Zn may be
referred to Bessel functions (Jn, Yn) or to Hankel functions (H
p1q
n , Hp2qn ).
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Hence, the matrix above can be rewritten as:
a0 “
∣∣∣∣∣´J0pk0aq ´J0pk1aqZsJ1pk0aq n1ZsJ1pk1aq ´ jη0J0pk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Hp2q0 pk0aq ´J0pk1aq´ZsHp2q1 pk0aq n1ZsJ1pk1aq ´ jη0J0pk1aq
∣∣∣∣∣
a0 “ ´n1ZsJ0pk0aqJ1pk1aq ` jη0J0pk0aqJ0pk1aq ` ZsJ0pk1aqJ1pk0aq
n1ZsH
p2q
0 pk0aqJ1pk1aq ´ jη0Hp2q0 pk0aqJ0pk1aq ´ ZsHp2q1 pk0aqJ0pk1aq
a0jη0H
p2q
0 pk0aqJ0pk1aq ` jη0J0pk0aqJ0pk1aq “
a0n1ZsH
p2q
0 pk0aqJ1pk1aq´a0ZsHp2q1 pk0aqJ0pk1aq`n1ZsJ0pk0aqJ1pk1aq´ZsJ0pk1aqJ1pk0aq
Finally, Zs can be obtained as follows:
Zs “ jη0pa0H
p2q
0 pk0aqJ0pk1aq ` J0pk0aqJ0pk1aqq
a0n1H
p2q
0 pk0aqJ1pk1aq ´ a0Hp2q1 pk0aqJ0pk1aq ` n1J0pk0aqJ1pk1aq ´ J0pk1aqJ1pk0aq
This computation is made with function Zs_from_a0.m in MATLAB (see
Appendix C.5.1). Script cloak_theoretical_a0.m (see C.5.2) was created in order
to observe how this coefficient changes. The graphs below assume that Zs “ j195 Ω.
Figure 3.21: Theoretic a0: magnitude. Figure 3.22: Theoretic a0: phase.
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Moreover, this script can be used to verify the validity of the calculations previ-
ously described. If one calls function Zs_from_a0.m using as inputs the provided
theoretical values, the expected result is confirmed:
Figure 3.23: Theoretical Zs from the obtained results. Since Zs “ j195 Ω was
imposed during the calculation of the theoretical a0, then this very same value is
returned when the inverse process is carried out.
Once these equations have been proved right, it is time to apply the method with
FIESTA-3D in order to compute the corresponding Zs. But, in the same way as
before, both real and imaginary parts of coefficient a0 will be displayed first. This
code can be found in script plot_a0_FSS.m (see Appendix C.5.3).
Figure 3.24: Simulated a0: magnitude. Figure 3.25: Simulated a0: phase.
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Figure 3.6 shows the evolution of the surface impedance as a function of frequency.
The result which is obtained when evaluating a cylindrical FSS is pretty different
from the planar infinite mode as the problem is differently defined as well (this time
there are several strips contributing to scattering whose relative phase also changes
along with frequency). Anyway, the magnitude of these results is still concordant
with the analysis in section 3.5.1:
Figure 3.26: Simulated Zs of the cloak (no cylinder inside) as a function of frequency
by using the value of coefficient a0 from the also simulated E-field in FIESTA-3D
and following the procedure described along section 3.6.
The most remarkable result is that at the design frequency (3.75 GHz) the sur-
face impedance takes a value of Zs “ j210.7 Ω, whereas the desired impedance
(Zs “ j194.9 Ω) occurs at 3.61 GHz. It is also important to note that this
surface impedance clearly behaves as expected since the real part converges at
RealpZsq “ 0 Ω (beyond 5 GHz) and the imaginary part follows the same ten-
dency as in Figure 3.17, this is to say, the higher the frequency the higher the
impedance.
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3.7 Full-wave Simulation of Mantle Cloaking applied
to Dielectric Cylinders
3.7.1 Bare Dielectric Cylinder
Before simulating any kind of cloak in FIESTA-3D, first it is reasonable to observe
how a bare cylinder behaves when a plane wave impinges on it. The cylinder to
be used is L “ 33.6 cm long with a radius of a “ 13.35 mm. It is made of PVC
(Polyvinyl Chloride), whose relative permittivity has been experimentally measured
as r “ 2.723 (see chapter 4.1).
Figure 3.27: Bare cylinder whose scattering will be measured. The surface is meshed
as a set of triangles. Computation time was 2 hours.
In this case the selected solver will be the Surface-Volume Integral Equation
(SVIE) discretized by method of moments and the analysis will consist of 250
samples from 2.25 GHz to 5.25 GHz, so the center frequency is set at 3.75 GHz.
Finally, the plane wave has been defined according to the following specifications:
• Propagation Normal:
x: ´cospθq
y: ´sinpθqcospφq
z: ´sinpθqsinpφq
• Electric Field Vector:
x: ´sinpθqcospαq
y: sinpφqcospθqcospαq ` cospφqsinpαq
z: cospφqcosDpθqcospαq ´ sinpφqsinpαq
Since α “ θ “ φ “ 0, then that is equivalent to Propagation normal=(-
1,0,0) and Electric Field Vector=(0,0,1)=Ez. The results obtained from this
simulation will be displayed along with the ones from next section.
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3.7.2 Cloaked Cylinder
In the same way as in the bare case, the cloak is defined and meshed. This cloak,
designed by setting the parameters from the mesh-grid configuration previously spec-
ified, consists of a infinitely-thin copper layer enclosing the bare cylinder which has
been already plotted. Although the simulation runs over the full structure (cylin-
der+cloak), the following image only shows the cloak for the sake of an appropriate
visualization.
Figure 3.28: Cloaking structure according to mesh-grid design and zoomed mesh
view. Computation time for the cloaked cylinder was 15 hours.
Again, the length of the cloak is L “ 33.6 cm and the radius a “ 13.35 mm to
perfectly fit the bare cylinder. The simulation parameters are repeated with respect
to the previous case: sweep from 2.25 GHz to 5.25 GHz, centered at 3.75 GHz and
same plane wave definition. All the results corresponding to the simulations of both
the bare and cloaked cylinder are collected in script plot_results.m (see Appendix
C.6.1), which will be used to find out how much scattering is finally reduced. Anyway,
not only that analysis will be conducted but also the way in which the surface
impedance gets affected or how the associated radiation patterns look like.
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In the following image one can observe the integration over all φ angles around
both cylinders: with and without cloak.
Figure 3.29: Integration of E-field for all angles as a function of frequency for the
bare cylinder (in blue) and for the cloaked one (in red).
Looking at these curves it seems pretty clear that simulated fields are much lower
when using cloaking than when not doing so, but probably the best way to quantify
this improvement is by subtracting both fields to determine the attenuation achieved.
Figure 3.30: Attenuation by cloaking with respect to simulation (in red) and with
respect to theory (in blue).
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Theoretical values of attenuation were also computed by subtracting the expected
electric fields corresponding to the cases with and without cloak. These fields, in
turn, were obtained from applying expression Ez “ 20 ¨ log10
ˆ
|a0| ¨ L
pi
˙
over the
theoretical value of coefficient a0, calculated by using Zs “ j195 Ω:
Figure 3.31: Comparison between theoretical and simulated coefficient a0 in magni-
tude (left) and phase (right).
Regarding Figure 3.30, the cloaking performance is clearly confirmed by simula-
tion. According to the red line, almost a 30 dB reduction is obtained, even though
theoretically it should reach up to 68 dB (in blue). In any case, this is an excellent
result with a view to future practical implementations, albeit the peak is not centered
exactly where desired (3.75 GHz) but at 3.786 GHz. Moreover, the cloaking effect
can be observed by analyzing the radiation pattern at two different frequencies.
Figure 3.32: Scattering reduction in dB as a function of angle at two different fre-
quencies: 2.75 GHz (left) and 3.75 GHz (right), which is the design frequency.
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The same results can be displayed by means of a polar plot, which is maybe a
more intuitive way to observe how scattering is greatly reduced for every angle
around the cylinder:
Figure 3.33: E-field radiation patterns in the non-cloaked (in green) and the cloaked
case (in blue) at two frequencies: one away from design (2.75 GHz, on the left) and
another one at the design frequency (3.75 GHz, on the right).
Finally, one can also compare the surface impedance provided by a cloaked cylin-
der with the one in Figure 3.6 in order to check out that the outcome is consistent.
Figure 3.34: Simulated Zs as a function of frequency but this time for a cloaked
cylinder. As expected, the curves are the same as in Figure 3.6 although a they are
bit distorted beyond 4 GHz probably due to software accuracy.
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3.7.3 CST Simulation as a Second Validation
CST also allows the use of an Integral Solver in order to deal with the scattering
problem. Unfortunately, the number of potentially adaptable degrees of freedom by
users is sensibly lower than when using FIESTA-3D, as it is a software designed
for easy simulations. However, even though one cannot make the required fine ad-
justment on the simulation settings to have full control over the procedure (e.g.
mesh configuration), the outcomes may be significant since they should be coher-
ent with FIESTA’s. Of course, design parameters remain the same: L “ 33.6 cm,
a “ 13.4 mm, r “ 2.723 and the same plane wave as the one in section 3.7.1.
Figure 3.35: On the top, CST models of the bare (left) and the cloaked cylinder
(right) whose scattering will be simulated. On the bottom, Mesh View provided by
CST according to default configuration. Additionally, the orientation and the plane
wave definition have also been included.
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In this case a Farfield/RCS simulation of 200 samples, also from 2.25 GHz
to 5.25 GHz, will be run. Thanks to this analysis the calculation of E-field by
computing coefficient a0 is not needed anymore because CST directly offers this
result. At this point, it is important to specify that using Bi-static RCS the amount
of electromagnetic energy which is scattered from the target (the cylinder) towards
the receiver (a certain receiving antenna) can be measured. In bi-static RCS the
measurement is made with different emitting and receiving antennas whereas in the
mono-static RCS case both antennas are the same. The obtained value is expressed
in terms of area (σ “ m2), as explained in chapter A.3.1.2. This is what occurs at a
frequency away from design:
Figure 3.36: Scattered fields by the bare (left) and the cloaked cylinder (right)
according to CST simulation at 2.75 GHz. The cloak produces a greater scattering
when the system is not working at the frequency for which it was design.
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On the other hand, when evaluating scattering at the design frequency one obtains
these plots:
Figure 3.37: Scattered fields by the bare (left) and the cloaked cylinder (right)
according to CST simulation at 3.75 GHz. Scattering reduction becomes evident in
this case. Moreover, the radiation pattern on the right is pretty similar to the one
simulated with FIESTA in Figure 3.33
Note that the scales of both radiation patterns are different. Scattering reduction is
more effective that it could seem at first glance.
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In addition, with the aim of further processing CST allows exporting several data
files at the same time by means of a tool called Macro. These Macros are thought
to perform different tasks: automate common functions, customize programs and ex-
tend their capabilities, help with post-processing needs, etc. Since the target of these
simulations is to characterize scattering reduction, Macro Export_Fields.txt
(see Appendix D.1) automatically saves different files in which all the results from
the RCS simulation are registered. Each one of these files corresponds to every sim-
ulated frequency, out of a total of 200. Later on, script scattering.m (see C.6.2)
adds up all the simulated E-fields for all angles, divides the result by the number of
elements and stores the outcome in a vector that comprises all the mean values for
all frequencies and which is finally plotted.
Figure 3.38: Scattered E-field by the bare (red) and the cloaked cylinder (blue) as a
function of frequency conforming to CST simulation.
Now, even though these results are not as accurate as the ones provided
by the simulation in FIESTA, they are totally coherent with them. The
peak, albeit not that sharp as before, is found at a frequency which is very close to
previous simulations, and the scattered field also behaves the same. From this graph
it can be seen, no doubt, that all the process has been verified.
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3.7.4 CST Time Domain Analysis
On the other hand, CST can also run its Time Domain Solver to perform a
simulation whereby the evolution of the wavefront could be analyzed for different
cases at several frequencies. Again, f “ 2.75 GHz and f “ 3.75 GHz are the two
frequencies that have been chosen for this evaluation.
Figure 3.39: Top and front views of a plane wave coming from ´x and impinging
on either the bare (b, c, respectively) or the cloaked cylinder (e, f) at a frequency
f “ 2.75 GHz, which is away from design. Both cases greatly distort the wavefront.
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Figure 3.40: Top and front views of a plane wave coming from ´x and impinging
on either the bare (b, c, respectively) or the cloaked cylinder (e, f) at the design
frequency f “ 3.75 GHz. This time one can notice that the wavefront is better
conserved when using cloaking than when not doing so.
As expected, there is no effect at all when evaluating the system at
random frequencies, but these results evidence the correct working of
cloaking at the right one. Moreover, the true achievements are probably even
better since these ones come from a non-refined simulation, the one run with CST. In
case that FIESTA could provide Time Domain results, the wavefront reconstruction
would be almost complete.

Chapter 4
Experimental Testing of Mantle
Cloaking in the Anechoic Chamber
Simulation is certainly important as it provides very good hints to figure out how
models behave conforming to theoretically perfect conditions, but no one should for-
get that there is always an ultimate ambition and this is to make hypothesis work
in real life. Regarding the invisibility cloak that has been described and successfully
simulated throughout this document, now it is time to measure real scattering in
a suitable environment. In order to avoid undesired reflections and make a good
measurement (as accurate as possible) this environment will be adapted by means
of an anechoic chamber.
On the other hand, characterizing the object which is being measured is the first
thing that must be done, in this case in terms of dimensions and permeability. When
this is done, two different measurements will be carried out: not only the main one
allowing to know the effective scattering reduction (by angular integration) but also
a study on the way that amplitude and phase change as the receiver antenna goes
away from the cylinder. Naturally, at all times a clarifying set of images displaying
every measurement set-up and the corresponding results will be provided, either in
this chapter or in the Annex titled Extra Views and Results.
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4.1 Characterization of the Relative Permittivity
By the time the PVC (Polyvinyl chloride) cylinders to be cloaked were bought, their
relative permittivity was only known within the interval pr “ 2.5´3.5q, and therefore
determining this exact value became fundamental in order to optimize calculations
and make simulations properly. To do that, a resonant cavity with a little space
meant to place a dielectric material was used, as shown in the images down below.
Figure 4.1: External (left) and internal view (right) of the resonant cavity with
the dedicated volume where a small dielectric piece is placed in order to measure
permittivity.
The method consisted in two different measurements by means of a network
analyzer, one with dielectric and one without, to know where the central frequency of
the resonant cavity was found each time (fPV C and fempty, respectively). Afterward,
taking into account the volume of the cavity (Vcav) and the volume occupied by the
piece of dielectric in the second measurement (VPV C), the relative permittivity could
be obtained in this way:
r “ 1` Vcav ¨ pfempty ´ fPV Cq
2 ¨ VPV C ¨ fPV C
Script calc_permittivity.m (see Appendix C.7) took the values from measure-
ment as inputs of the formula and provided a resulting relative permittivity of
r=2.723, which is the value that has been used throughout this project.
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4.2 Manufacturing
The cloak was firstly conceived as a 32x4 cell copper sheet, like the one simulated in
either CST or FIESTA. However, due to the extremely thin copper sheet that was to
be used (70 µm) most the usual methods were discarded, such as milling machines
or laser cutters. Finally, chemical etching by using a photoplotter was revealed as a
reasonable way to obtain a suitable prototype. The plastic film and the copper cloak
after the chemical process are shown down below.
Definition 3 A photoplotter is a printing device that exposes light on a high-
contrast monochromatic photographic film which acts as a mask to produce an image
on an output media, like copper in this case. In addition, the process must be com-
bined with some chemical development (washing, fixing, drying) in order to totally
remove those parts not belonging to the image.
Figure 4.2: Black-and-white plastic film mask, basically acting as a negative image,
to print the design on the copper sheet metal (left) and final resulting section of the
cloak (right). Notice that it perfectly fits in the plastic film, what confirms the good
accuracy of the method.
Note: As a consequence of technical limitations of the equipment, manufacturing
the whole 32x4 cell cloak was impossible and four different sections had to be printed
for a further assembly. Finally, the FSS structure was glued to the curve surface of
the dielectric cylinder.
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4.3 Measurement Set-up and Scattering Results
Two horn antennas, one emitter and one receiver, were attached to a tripod mounted
at 1.35 m and connected to a network analyzer in order to find out the electric at
the destination. Since every single measurement only provides scattering information
from a certain angle, the receiver antenna was progressively moved to differ-
ent positions around the place where the cylinder had been set. In this way,
integrating all angles around the cylinder as in chapter 3.7.3 in the simulated case,
the total scattering reduction can be obtained. Due to some space limitations in the
anechoic chamber, only five angles covering half a circumference (0˝, 45˝, 90˝, 135˝
and 180˝) were added up to calculate total scattering. Since the radiation pattern is
assumed to be symmetric no more angles were needed.
Figure 4.3: Measurement set-up at different angles around the cylinder.
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Script lab_measurements.m (see Appendix C.8) uses all those measurements
made by the network analyzer at different angular positions and adds them up to
determine the amount of received electric field as a function of frequency. Although
this script plots all the fields being measured and the scattering cancellation which
is obtained in each case, for the sake of concision only the plot for total integrated
E-field is shown next. Anyway, additional views of all the specific set-ups and their
corresponding partial results can be also found in Appendix B. In concordance with
those plots, it may be surprising that the scattering reduction peak is not always
found at the same frequency. However, when integrating all the fields not only
the peak becomes wider, but the shape also approaches simulation.
Figure 4.4: Total Far-field calculated by taking into account all the measured angles.
Notice that the location of the peak at 3.4 GHz is not as good in the simulation,
but close enough to the design frequency of 3.75 GHz. The possible causes are many,
but maybe the most likely one lies in the lack of accuracy during the manufacturing
process, since extraordinary precision is required to make a prototype which perfectly
fits the theoretical model. Nevertheless, even though the peak has been a little bit
shifted, these results still reinforce theory and simulation.
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4.4 Magnitude and Phase Analysis
4.4.1 Equipment: Stepping Motor
Two array stepping motors were set up in the anechoic chamber with the aim of
creating a space-dependent plot of measurements, something crucial for the evalua-
tion of magnitude and phase. The receiver antenna was mounted on a tripod that
was attached to a motor moving step-by-step along a horizontal rail. At the same
time, this tripod was also fixed to a second stepping motor. Therefore, once the first
motor reached the end of the line it was going over, it slightly moved backwards
along the vertical rail before starting a second row of measurements. Here, the first
sample was then located immediately behind the last one in the previous row and
the second sample behind the second-to-last, tracing a kind of zig-zag.
Figure 4.5: Measurement set-up while using stepping motors to obtain 2D results.
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4.4.2 1D Results
The stepping motor started moving as described in section 4.4.1 and Figure 4.6, but
in this case only the first row was analyzed. Script proc_1D.m (see Appendix
C.9.1) was used for assessing that one-dimensional result in order to find out how
the wavefront behaves when putting Mantle Cloaking into practice.
Figure 4.6: Equipment layout and definition of rail limits.
• Magnitude:
Figure 4.7: Comparison among fields (left) and scattering reduction in the bare and
cloaked case (right).
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According to Figure 4.7, cloaking not only greatly reduces scattering
(´20 dB) but also restores pretty well the impinging wavefront. Although
the curve is not fully reconstructed, it is evident that the three-lobe scattering shape
of the bare cylinder turns into something very similar to the behavior in vacuum by
wearing the cloak. On the other hand, the closer the receiver to the place where
the cylinder has been set (510 mm) the more effective the results seem to be due to
normal incidence. Scattering seems to be reduced on both sides as almost no sig-
nal is reaching the receiver, but that does not mean the cloak is not working there.
Regarding phase, the improvement is not that evident but also exists, as proved in
Figure 4.8. The bare cylinder slightly distorts phase, but the original shape
is all the same retrieved after cloaking.
• Phase:
Figure 4.8: Comparison among phases (left) and phase distortion in the bare and
cloaked case (right).
Finally, another analysis can be made in order to determine the frequency at
which maximum cancellation is obtained, and this is by means of observing scattering
as a function of both position and frequency. Since the antennas are facing each
other (180˝), the peak is expected to be located at the frequency where a minimum
scattering is measured by the network analyzer, which is f “ 3.61 GHz conforming
to Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Scattering Cancellation at 180˝ measured by the network analyzer.
Figure 4.10 denotes that, when measuring the bare cylinder, scattering increases
along with frequency. In respect of the cloaked case, a great reduction is obtained at
all the frequencies in the analysis. Furthermore, it proves the validity of the design
as total scattering cancellation is only found at the expected frequency
(3.61 GHz). Again, even though it does not perfectly match the design frequency,
it is still a very good result.
Figure 4.10: Scattering reduction as a function of frequency and position for the bare
cylinder (left) and the cloaked one (right).
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4.4.3 2D Results
As described in Figure 4.6, the proposed bi-dimensional analysis was conducted over
a 25x5 matrix of samples but, in order to improve resolution, an interpolation
technique based on zero padding was used. The basic idea behind lies in making
bigger the matrix containing FFT results (Fast Fourier Transform) in such a way
that when the IFFT (Inverse Fourier Transform) is applied the initial matrix which
is retrieved has also become bigger. All of this, all along with the corresponding plots,
is computed by script proc_2D.m (see Appendix C.9.2). As one can assume, these
results are equivalent to the ones in the 1D case, but their utility is given by
the progressive tracking of changes in amplitude and phase.
• Magnitude:
Figure 4.11: Magnitude in case of: a) Vacuum; b) Cloaked cylinder; c) Bare cylinder.
All plots share the same scale.
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Figure 4.12: Scattering reduction when not cloaking (left) and when doing so (right).
• Phase:
Figure 4.13: Magnitude in case of: a) Vacuum; b) Cloaked cylinder; c) Bare cylinder.
All plots share the same scale.
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Figure 4.14: Phase distortion when not cloaking (left) and when doing so (right).
At first glance, the great correspondence between these plots and the ones pro-
vided in section 4.4.2 must be highlighted. In magnitude, it is easy to see that the
three-lobe shape (Figure 4.7) of the bare cylinder is repeated in the bi-dimensional
space as well. In the same way as before, the pattern is almost restored and
scattering pretty reduced, as one can observe in Figure 4.12. The same applies
to phase, as Figures 4.8 and 4.13 seems to describe the same behavior again. The
bare cylinder distorts phase in those positions that are close to normal incidence
and, though this distortion is very little, it is completely repaired when using
the cloak. In fact, Figure 4.14 proves that after cloaking there is no significant
distortion anymore.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
Throughout this report there have been many the matters and issues being discussed,
and that is the reason why some important notions may have fallen by the wayside.
Consequently, it is time to seek and analyze all the developed methods in the interest
of attaining substantive conclusions. Although going over the most relevant points
can appear to be deceptively simple, but elaborating a brief summary is not neces-
sarily a synonym of good synthesis. The task of deciding whether something must
be reminded or not hinges on personal preferences, and therefore different people
could have different perspectives on a given subject. Since there is no way to avoid
this fact, whenever possible the idea will be to focus on the learned lessons rather
than on the theory itself. In the end, these are probably the most true conclusions
that one can draw.
This chapter is meant not only to define the relationships among the most fun-
damental theoretical contents but also to properly highlight the benefits that can be
obtained from a specialized simulation or from a careful measurement. In this way,
its purpose combines a correct comprehension of the cloaking phenomena with the
useful experiences that have been acquired when working on the project.
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5.1 A new concept of cloaking
Mantle Cloaking is not the only way to achieve invisibility, but it has been success-
fully revealed as a very powerful tool. Despite being a relatively recent research field,
it has already proved itself as a reliable alternative that can offer important advan-
tages when dealing with some problems that the rest cannot afford. The conformal
design which is provided by Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS) and all the potential
opportunities that are linked to that are indeed a difference when putting this model
into practice. Furthermore, the reasons for choosing this procedure against others
are not only limited to manufacturing since results are at least as effective as in other
cases, if not more. The following table compares and summarizes the most relevant
aspects of the techniques that have been discussed in this work.
Table 5.1: Cross-comparison among the most important cloaking techniques.
Technique / Transformation Carpet Plasmonic Mantle
Characteristic Optics Cloaking Cloaking Cloaking
Feasible realization No No Yes Yes
Losses due to imperfections High High Medium Medium
Isotropic materials No No Yes Yes
Thinness No No No Yes
Light weight No No No Yes
Scattering Cancellation No No Yes Yes
Microwave frequencies Yes No Yes Yes
Relatively broadband No No Yes Yes
Robustness No No Yes Yes
Fine experimental effectiveness No Yes Yes Yes
In the table, those characteristics that clearly represent a significant advantage
have been marked in bold. One can observe that there is no better cloaking technique
than Mantle Cloaking regarding design and, moreover, it is also a very good one
according to measurements results. Consequently, Mantle Cloaking is thus confirmed
as a thriving field to study in the years to come.
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5.2 The importance of an accurate simulation
Before performing any kind of analysis one must first be confident about the validity
of theoretical developments and their right computation since a mistake at these
stages has a critical impact on the following, including simulation. When working
on this kind of projects, no test should be started until the coherence of every the-
oretical step or design parameter has been properly contrasted. Fortunately in this
case the outcomes perfectly fitted the expectations and two simulations could be run
with different softwares: CST and FIESTA.
• Cylinder Description:
– Length (L): 33.6 cm
– Radius (a): 1.34 cm
– Relative Permittivity:
r “ 2.732
• Optimized values for Cloaking at
f0 “ 3.75 GHz:
– Surface Impedance: Zs “ 195.96 Ω
– Cell length (D): 2.1 cm
– Strip width (w): 1.9 mm
Figure 5.1: Far-field simulation, differently scaled, by CST (left) and FIESTA (right).
Although the simulation of the bare cylinder is very similar in both both soft-
wares, a much lower accuracy is obtained when using CST than when running FI-
ESTA, albeit the overall shape of the curve is preserved. That proves the importance
of having full control over simulation parameters and settings in order to achieve de-
sired results and not bail out due to misleading.
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5.3 Mantle Cloaking as something reliable
Mantle Cloaking has also been subjected to experimental testing in an anechoic
chamber, where the best conditions for measurement are given so that the obtained
results can be properly analyzed. Two horn antennas were connected to a network
analyzer to evaluate fields at different angles for a further integration:
Figure 5.2: Far-field measurement in the anechoic chamber (left) and results (right).
This behavior, albeit slightly shifted in frequency, is perfectly coherent with sim-
ulation and even provides a broader bandwidth. Additionally, changes in magnitude
and phase also prove how the impinging wavefront is successfully restored.
Figure 5.3: Magnitude (right) and phase (left) reconstruction.
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5.4 Nothing is easy
Beyond the theoretical and practical implications of this project, there is one more
lesson that must be underline as a conclusion: every little target requires patience
and dedication, and the help of many professionals sometimes is of the utmost im-
portance. The computation of the surface impedance of a single cell took almost a
week, and the same happened later with the surface impedance of the cloak. Manu-
facturing the cloak on the copper sheet was not straight forward either, and different
ways were tried and failed: milling machines, laser printers (CO2 and fiber) and some
prototypes using the photoplotter. Regarding simulation, the decision on software
and solvers only was optimized by continual testing. Finally, some problems had to
be faced when the measurements were taken, such as the use of some mechanical
components to hold the cylinder straight or the hard task of programming the con-
trollers. The sole purpose of mentioning all these setbacks is to properly appreciate
the effort and collaboration that make this sort of works possible. This is something
that one can only learn by looking back upon all those difficulties.
Figure 5.4: Dielectric cylinder wearing the invisibility cloak, ready for measurement.
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5.5 Future fields of study
Since Mantle Cloaking is just starting now, there is a myriad of possible improve-
ments or applications on which further study trends can be conducted.
• Tests on the Jerusalem Cross design: Following the ideas and calculations
that have been described here, manufacturing and testing an invisibility cloak
according to the Jerusalem Cross model would be interesting. Although a
greater precision is required, it is also supposed to provide better bandwidths
of operation.
• Mantle Cloaking applied to Conducting Cylinders: In this case the for-
mulation provided throughout this work should be partially updated, starting
from the Scattering Cancellation Problem (see chapter 3.2) and therefore re-
calculating the matrices P TMn and QTMn (see chapter 3.2.1). When doing so
Zs will turn into a capacitive surface impedance and the cloak will become
non-sustainable as the strips will be holes and the holes will be patches.
• Other geometries: Mantle Cloaking can be potentially applied to spheres,
but in this case manufacturing a suitable cloak (by means of a spherical surface)
really represents a technological challenge. For those who might be interested,
a first approach has been given in chapter 3.2.2.
• Camouflaging and Low Observability: Since this kind of cloaking has been
successfully proved to work at microwave frequencies, some designs could be
applied to structures with the aim of avoiding RADAR detection or impeding
reachability, among other purposes. On the other hand, Mantle Cloaking can
also be used to reduce the scattering of those parts of the equipment that
cannot be removed during the measurement and impair the result. If they are
properly cloaked, the impact of this problem may be less dramatic.
• Low-noise Communications: Due to the thinness provided by this cloaking
technique, it can also be used in order to avoid coupling or interferences among
different antennas working at the same range of frequencies. In this regard,
some studies have already been undertaken like the one on Overcoming Mutual
Coupling among Neighboring Dipoles [46].
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Appendix A
Concepts on Electromagnetism:
From basics to the wave equation
Electricity and magnetism have always, no doubt, aroused a great curiosity due to
the magical way they affect charged bodies. As of the moment at which Thales of
Miletos discovered that amber (in Greek, elektron) can attract some particles such
a straw of feather by rubbing it against a cloth (see [10]), mankind has known these
forces, although they were considered independent from each other. Nevertheless,
the natural causes to explain them remained a mystery until the nineteenth century.
Quite literally, that century shed light on this issue and most of the laws we
use today for modeling this phenomena were studied then. An important number
of physicists Oersted, Ampère, Biot, Savart, Faraday and many othersfound out
revolutionary relationships in the behavior of materials, but it is probably James
Clerk Maxwell by his publication "Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism" (1873)
who merged and unified all the knowledge at that time into a single theory, becoming
the main reference in the field.
This appendix is conceived as a brief review of the most basic ideas needed
to properly follow more complex explanations. Despite most of the readers have
already advanced ideas on these topics, this content can also be useful to refresh
some concepts, as they will progressively become harder with every step.
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A.1 Mathematical Background
A.1.1 Fundamentals on Vector Calculus
A.1.1.1 Fields
Definition 4 A scalar field is a smoothly varying mathematical function which
assigns a single value of some variable for every point in space [11].
Figure A.1: Temperature as the paradigmatic example of scalar field.
Definition 5 A vector field is a function which assigns a vector to each point in a
certain space, in such a way that every point can be defined by means of magnitude
and direction [12].
Figure A.2: Magnetic field surrounding two charges as an example of vector field. In
this case the longer the arrows are, the higher the magnitude.
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A.1.1.2 Line and surface integrals
Definition 6 Let f be a function defined on a finite-length curve C given by ~rptq “
pxptq, yptqq on the interval a 6 t 6 b, in such a way that the vector differential of the
length element d~r is ~rptq1 dt over a certain scalar field. The line integral of the
scalar field along C can be written as [13]:ż
C
f ds “
ż b
a
fp~rptqq|~rptq1|dt
Figure A.3: Line integral representation along the curve in blue from point A to
point B for the scalar field plotted in the first picture.
Definition 7 Let ~F px, yq “ pP px, y, zq, Qpx, y, zqq be a vector space assigning a vec-
tor to each point in the three-dimensional space and C a finite-length curve like the
one described in Definition 3. The line integral of a vector field along C is
defined as: ż
C
~F ¨ ~r “
ż
C
~F p~rptqq ¨ ~rptq1dt
By using these kind of integrals one can compute the total effect of a given field
along a certain curve. That is why the work needed to move a particle along a
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defined curve by a particular field ~F (eg. gravitational, electric or magnetic) can be
calculated this way:
W “
ż
C
~F ¨ ~r
Figure A.4: Line integral along the curve in orange from point A to point B. The
total work done by the field (in blue) is the area under the curve shown in green
below.
It has been specified that the arc length L of a curve C is given by the integral:
L “
ż b
a
|~rptq1|dt
In the same way, the area of a smooth surface S parametrized by ~rpu, vq “ xxpu, vq, ypu, vq, y
for pu, vq P D (a certain domain) can be obtained by:
ApSq “
ĳ
D
||~ru ˆ ~rv||du dv
Definition 8 Let fpx, y, zq be a scalar function defining a scalar field over a surface
S, the surface integral of the scalar field over S is [14]:ĳ
S
fpx, y, zqd~S “
ĳ
D
fp~rpu, vqq||~pruq ˆ ~rv||du dv
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On the other hand, when the calculation of the surface integral over a vector
field is required and some additional concepts must be taken into account, such as
orientation. To do so the normal vector is defined as the perpendicular one to any
point on the surface:
nˆ “ ~ru ˆ ~rv||~ru ˆ ~rv||
Definition 9 Let ~F px, y, zq “ pP px, y, zq, Qpx, y, zq, Rpx, y, zqq be a vector field and
S a certain surface parametrized by ~rpu, vq “ xxpu, vq, ypu, vqy for pu, vq P D. The
surface integral of the vector field over S comes to be [15]:ĳ
S
~F ¨d~S “
ĳ
S
~F ¨ nˆ dS “
ĳ
D
~F p~rpu, vqq ¨ nˆ||~ruˆ ~rv||dA “
ĳ
D
~F p~rpu, vqq ¨ p~ruˆ ~rvqdA
This integral is especially important because it defines flux (Φ), in other words,
the quantity of flow passing through a given area. Observing the expression above
it is easy to notice that the dot product takes the component of the vector field
that is parallel to nˆ before multiplying by the area. This is done in order to discard
any component different from the perpendicular to the plane and so depending on
both the magnitude of the field at a given point and the surface shape flow might
be higher or lower [16].
Figure A.5: Non-constant vector field flowing through a curved surface. The field
is stronger on the top of the picture, so flux will be higher there for equally aligned
surfaces. All those parts at which the direction of propagation is parallel to the
surface (perpendicular to nˆ) will account Φ “ 0.
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A.1.1.3 Operators
Definition 10 Gradient is a vector operator denoted ∇, which is applied to a multi-
variable function (scalar field) fpx1, x2, . . . , xnq by the following expression (in carte-
sian coordinates):
∇fpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “ Bf
x1
` Bf
x2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Bf
xn
Figure A.6: Gradient plot (on the bottom plane) corresponding to a bi-dimensional
function.
Definition 11 TheDivergence of a vector field ~F px, yq “ pP px, y, zq, Qpx, y, zq, Rpx, y, zqq
is the scalar function defined by the dot product of the field and the gradient [17]:
divp~F q “ ∇ ¨ ~F “ BPBx `
BQ
By `
BR
Bz
The divergence of a certain field characterizes the rate at which density exists a
given region of space, or flux, as more specifically explained in section A.2.3.1.
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Definition 12 The Curl of a vector field ~F px, yq “ pP px, y, zq, Qpx, y, zq, Rpx, y, zqq
is the vector product of the filed and the gradient (∇). It is defined to be:
curlp~F q “ ∇ˆ~F “
ˆBR
By ´
BQ
Bz
˙
~i´
ˆBR
Bx ´
BP
Bz
˙
~j`
ˆBQ
Bx ´
BP
By
˙
~z “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
~i ~j ~k
B
Bx
B
By
B
Bz
P Q R
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
This operator may be understood as the circulation per unit area of a vector
about a point at which the area gets smaller. In other words, it only makes sense if
there is a rotation (and therefore angular velocities). The direction provided by the
curl operator refers to the axis where the point has been evaluated [19].
Figure A.7: Physical meaning of curl in a 2-D example. As displayed, the larger the
rotational component of the field about a certain point, the larger the curl.
Definition 13 The Laplace Operator, or simply Laplacian, is defined as the
divergence of the gradient of a certain scalar field fpx1, x2, . . . , xnq. Hence it is a
scalar operator which generates a scalar field. In the case of a three-variable f :
∇ ¨∇f “ ∇2f “ B
2
Bx2 `
B2
By2 `
B2
Bz2
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• These operators can be related each other by means of several properties [20],
which are described in the table below:
Table A.1: Table summarizing the main relationships among operators.
Statement Property
1. Gradient of the product of ∇pαβq “ β∇α ` α∇β
two scalars α and β
2. Divergence of the product of ∇ ¨ pα~F q “ αp∇ ¨ ~F q ` p∇αq ¨ ~F
a scalar α with a vector ~F
3. Curl of the product of ∇ˆ pα~F q “ αp∇ˆ ~F q ` p∇αq ˆ ~F
a scalar α with a vector ~F
4. Curl of the gradient of any scalar α ∇ˆ p∇αq “ ∇ˆ∇α “ 0
5. Divergence of the curl of any vector ~F ∇ ¨ p∇ˆ ~F q “ ∇ ¨ p∇ˆ ~F q “ 0
6. Curl of the curl of any vector ~F ∇ˆ p∇ˆ ~F q “ ∇p∇ ¨ ~F q ´ p∇ ¨∇q~F
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A.1.1.4 Green’s Theorem
As previously explained in section A.1.1.2, the circulation of a field ~F around a
certain (given below) curve C is described by [21]:ż
C
~F ¨ d~s
where ~s stands for the line vector.
Figure A.8: Curve C showing the circulation of ~F around the line in the specified
direction.
The problem arises when ~F is a multi-dimensional vector field and C becomes
a path on multi-dimensional space. For instance, in the case of two variables one
can associate the line integral provided above with a "macroscopic" circulation of
the vector field ~F around C and, moreover, think of a "microscopic" circulation at a
point px, yq defining how much ~F also circulates around a tiny closed curve centered
at that point, as represented on this figure:
Figure A.9: Intuitive representation of the two circulations being detailed: the
macroscopic one surrounding the area D around the line C and the microscopic
one inside D.
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In this way, the total "microscopic circulation" in D is equivalent to the line
integral around C. In addition, this "microscopic" circulation can be interpreted as
the curl of a three-dimensional vector field, but so far only two-dimensional vector
fields have been considered. Due to this fact only the circulation on the xy´plane,
which turns out to be the z´component of the curl.ż
C
~F ¨ d~s “
ĳ
D
∇ˆ F ¨ kˆ dA
Definition 14 Let ~F px, yq “ pP px, yq, Qpx, yq be a vector field and C a closed curve
bounding a plane region D. If ~F is defined on a open region containing D, Green’s
Theorem states that: ¿
C
~F ¨ d~s “
ĳ
D
ˆBQ
Bx ´
BP
By
˙
dA
Green’s Theorem can also model holy-surfaces, only having to pay attention to
the orientation the lines in such a way the can agree with the k´component of the
curl: if C is a positive oriented boundary of D, then the outer line must have a
counterclockwise orientation and all the inner ones must have clockwise orientation.ż
C1
~F ¨ d~s`
ż
C2
~F ¨ d~s “
ĳ
D
ˆBQ
Bx ´
BP
By
˙
d ~A
Figure A.10: Graphical representation of a holey-surface modeled by means of
Green’s Theorem.
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A.1.1.5 Stokes’ Theorem
Stokes’s Theorem is a generalization of Green’s Theorem aimed to express the circu-
lation through a given surface. Green’s Theorem, as stated in section A.1.1.4, is only
applied to bi-dimensional vector fields and to regions on the plane. On the other
hand, Stokes’ Theorem applies to three dimensions [22].
Figure A.11: Surfaces S in the three-dimensional space whose boundary is still the
curve C. The red arrow points out the direction of circulation, whereas the blue one
is the normal component to the surface ~n.
Definition 15 Let ~F px, yq “ pP px, y, zq, Qpx, y, zq, Rpx, y, zq be a vector field and C
a closed curve bounding a surface S. If ~F is defined on a space containing S, then
Stokes’ Theorem ensures that:¿
C
~F ¨ d~s “
ĳ
S
∇ˆ ~F ¨ nˆ dS “
ĳ
S
∇ˆ ~F ¨ d~S
where nˆ stands for the perpendicular component to the surface.
One can notice that the value of this integral does not change as long as the
curve C is still the boundary of the surface S, independently from the shape the
surface has. On the contrary, changing the curve C does matter but, in any case,
the relationship between both sides of the equation remains constant. In the image
above (see Figure A.11) both models provide the same result.
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A.1.2 Bessel Functions
Definition 16 Bessel functions are those resulted from solving Bessel’s Equa-
tion, which is the one below:
x2
B2y
Bx2 ` x
By
Bx ` px
2 ´ n2qy “ 0 (A.1)
where n is an arbitrary complex number defining the order.
When n is an integer the solution to equation (A.1) becomes:
ypxq “ αJnpxq ` βYnpnq
where Jnpxq and Ynpxq stand for the Bessel functions of first and second kind, re-
spectively. In addition, in this context J´npxq “ p´1qnJnpxq.
Figure A.12: Bessel functions of the first and second kind Jnpxq and Ynpxq for dif-
ferent orders of n [23].
These functions are vital to this work as they arise when solving Laplace’s Equa-
tion or Helmholtz Equation in cylindrical coordinates, which are fundamental for
many wave propagation and scattering problems.
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A.1.2.1 Hankel Functions
Hankel functions of the first and second kind, also known as Bessel functions
of the third kind, are linearly independent solutions of Bessel’s Equation defined
by:
Hp1qn pxq “ Jnpxq ` jYnpxq Hp2qn pxq “ Jnpxq ´ jYnpxq
The importance of these functions lies in the fact that they satisfy simple-looking
properties, being especially used when expressing outward and inward propagating
cylindrical wave solutions of the cylindrical wave equation (see chapter 3.1).
A.1.2.2 Spherical Bessel Functions
As already explained, Bessel functions always appear when solving electromagnetic
problems in cylindrical coordinates. On the other hand, when doing the same in
spherical coordinates, Spherical Bessel functions come up. In that case, the
order term n in Bessel’s Equation A.1 is now half-integer instead of integer, being
these spherical Bessel functions related to ordinary ones Jnpxq and Ynpxq as follows:
jnpxq “
c
pi
2x
Jn` 1
2
pxq ynpxq “
c
pi
2x
Yn` 1
2
pxq “ p´1qn`1
c
pi
2x
J´n´ 1
2
pxq
Besides:
hp1qn pxq “ jnpxq ` jynpxq hp2qn pxq “ jnpxq ´ jynpxq
A.1.2.3 Derivatives of Bessel Functions
Derivatives of Bessel functions may be computed by applying any of the following
properties [24]:
B
BxrZnpαxqs “ αZn´1pαxq ´
n
x
Znpαxq BBxrZnpαxqs “ ´αZn`1pαxq `
n
x
Znpαxq
where Znpαxqmay be referred to Bessel functions Jnpαxq, Ynpαxq or Hankel functions
H
p1q
n pαxq, Hp2qn pαxq in both cylindrical and spherical coordinates.
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A.2 Physical Background
A.2.1 Permittivity
Before going in detail with Maxwell’s Equation and trying to avoid a non-rigorous
use of them (assuming, for instance, that they are just constants to be accounted), it
is probably convenient to clarify the significance of some physical concepts of great
importance, such as permittivity.
The permittivity () of a material (or medium) determines its response to an
applied electric field, in other words, it defines how much flux is generated by the
field per unit charge in a certain medium. This value, which can vary with the
position, humidity, temperature or other factors, affects the expression:
~D “  ~E
where ~D stands for the electric flux density ( C
m2
), ~E for the electric field that has
been applied (N
C
) and  ( “ 0r) for the permittivity of a certain medium, as stated
in section A.2.1.
The value of permittivity in free space, or vacuum, comes from:
c “
c
1
µ00
ñ 0 “ 1
c2µ0
“ 8.8541878176... ¨ 10´12 C
Vm
where c stands for the speed of light in free space pm
s
q and µ0 for vacuum permeability
p V s
Am
q, which will be discussed later on in section A.2.2.
In dielectrics, charges do not move freely and they are only displaced from their
equilibrium positions, and therefore inside these materials the amplitude of the total
electric field is lower than the applied one [25]. The reason is that dielectrics become
polarized and as long as the charges inside are displaced from their original positions,
positive and negative ones move in opposite directions (always parallel to the field)
and create their own electrical field, which goes against the external field.
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Figure A.13: Induced electric field inside a dielectric material.
That is how dielectrics can reduce the amplitude of an electric field, what leads
to their main application: their use as capacitors. In fact, capacity is defined as:
C “  A
d
where A is the area of the plates pm2q and d the distance pmq that they are separated
from each other.
The permittivity of a material is usually given in terms of relative permittivity
prq, which is a multiple factor of the one in free space:
 “ 0r
Figure A.14: Relative permittivity of several plastic materials at different frequencies.
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A.2.2 Permeability
Another important concept that must be clearly understood when studying electro-
magnetic fields is permeability. The idea of permeability pµq quantifies the ability
of a material to become magnetized in response to an applied magnetic field. More
formally, it is the factor that relates the magnetic field strength with the magnetic
flux density:
~B “ µ ~H
where ~B stands for the magnetic flux density (T ), ~H for the magnetic field strength
(A
m
) and µ for the magnetic permeability ( N
A2
).
The value of the magnetic permeability in free space (vacuum) is obtained from
Ampere’s force law, which states that the magnetic force per length between two thin
parallel wires is related to current they are carrying and the distance in between by
this expression:
| ~Fm|
L
“ µ0
2pi
|~I|2
|~r|
where ~Fm stands for the magnetic force (N), L for the length of the wires (m), µ0
for vacuum permeability ( V s
Am
), ~I for the current intensity (A) and ~r for the distance
that the wires are apart (m).
In case of a magnetic force per unit length defined to be ~Fm “ 2 ¨ 10´7 Nm , being
the wires carrying a current of 1 A and separated by 1 m in vacuum:
µ0 “ 2pi|
~Fm||~r|
|~I|2L “ 4pi ¨ 10
´7 N
A2
In the same way as in the case of permittivity, materials define their relative
permeability pµrq as a factor with respect to vacuum’s:
µ “ µ0µr
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Depending on the value of this relative permeability r materials may be:
Figure A.15: Effect of the magnetic field when is applied to different magnetic ma-
terials. The value of relative permeability is specified for each on of the cases.
Anyway, both paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials have magnetic perme-
abilities which are very close to 1, and only in ferromagnetic materials they are
much greater than this value. Moreover, the permeability of these kind of materials
depends on the applied magnetic field and ranges from several hundreds (nickel) to
over 5000 (pure iron) [26].
On the other hand, permeability is also important in the design of components
such as solenoids, whose inductance is given by:
L “ µN
2A
l
where N stands for the number of turns in the solenoid (´), A for its cross-sectional
area (m2) and l for its total length (m).
In this way inductance can also be adjusted replacing the core of the solenoid by
a different material fulfilling the desired µr:
Figure A.16: Inductive change due to different magnetic permeabilities.
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A.2.3 Maxwell’s Equations
A.2.3.1 Gauss’ Law
Definition 17 Gauss’ Law, or Gauss’ Law for Electric Fields, states that
the electric flux through any closed surface is proportional to the total charge that it
encloses:
Φ “
£
S
~E ¨ nˆ dA “
£
S
~E ¨ d ~A “ Q
0
where ~E stands for the electric field pN
C
q, A for the surface pm2q, nˆ for its perpendic-
ular component, Q for the total charge enclosed by the surface in a certain volume
(C) and 0 for the free space permittivity ( CVm).
In differential form it can be written as:
Φ “ ∇ ¨ ~E “ ρ
0
ñ Φ “ ∇ ¨ ~D “ ρ
where ~D is referred to as the electric flux density ( C
m2
) and ρ to charge density p C
m3
q.
First of all, it is important to define what an enclosed charge means. Having a
surface holding a charge, one could measure the electric force by moving a test charge
(q0) around the surface measuring the electric force and so creating a sort of map.
From the details of that map it would be possible to obtained the charge inside and,
since ~Fm “ ~E ¨ q0, depending on the amount (and kind) of charge, ~E would become
quantifiable [27]:
Figure A.17: Electric field produced by charges within a certain surface. The bigger
the amount of charge, the stronger the field. Depending on their sign flux may be
inward or outward.
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Definition 9 (on surface integrals) already introduced the concept of flux. As
explained, flux depends entirely on the inclination of the surface with respect to the
electric field lines (modeled by the normal vector nˆ in the formula). Here there are
some examples:
Figure A.18: Different fluxes for the same electric field passing through surfaces with
several inclinations: first (maximum flux) corresponds to Φ “ ~E ¨ ~A “ EA, second
to Φ “ ~E ¨ ~A “ EA cosφ, and third (null flux) to Φ “ ~E ¨ ~A “ EA cospi
2
“ 0.
Moreover, as one can easily notice, the differential form of this law (∇ ¨ ~D “ ρ) is
closely linked to the concept of divergence (seeDefinition 11). This is because when
considering an infinitely small volume the limit of the electric field coincides with
the charge at that point. In other words, the divergence of the flux density within
a volume enclosed by a surface equals the net flux passing through the enclosing
surface [28]. If this divergence is zero then there is no flux at the point.
Figure A.19: Meaning of divergence at a given point depending on the case [18].
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A.2.3.2 Gauss’ Law for Magnetic Fields
Definition 18 Gauss’ Law for Magnetic Fields, states that the electric flux
through any closed surface is always null:£
S
~B ¨ nˆ dA “
£
S
~B ¨ d ~A “ 0
where ~B stands for the magnetic flux density pT q, A for the surface pm2q and nˆ for
the perpendicular component to the surface.
In differential form it can be written as:
∇ ¨ ~B “ 0
This equation can be understood as the fact that there no magnetic monopoles
(only magnetic dipoles, like magnets), in other words, it is a solenoidal vector field
and so its lines can only [29]:
• be closed.
• go from infinite to infinite.
• spin around themselves, never closing.
Figure A.20: Comparative image between electric and magnetic fields.
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A.2.3.3 Faraday’s Law
Definition 19 Faraday’s Law, or Faraday’s Law of induction, states that a
changing magnetic flux through a circuit will induce an electromotive force (εind) in
the circuit. This fact is expressed by the Maxwell-Faraday equation [30]:
εind “
¿
C
~E ¨ d~l “ ´ BBt
ĳ
S
~B ¨ d~S
where C stands for a curve enclosing a certain surface S (m2), ~E for the electric
field pN
C
q, d~l is a infinitesimal vector of C (m), t refers to time (s) and ~B to the
magnetic field (A
m
). Both d~l and d ~A must be orientated by following the right-hand
rule.
In differential form it can be written as:
∇ˆ ~E “ ´B ~BBt “ ´µ
B ~H
Bt
where ~H is the magnetic flux density (A
m
) and µ the magnetic permeability ( N
A2
).
Definition 20 The electromotive force between two points is defined as the work
done by the electric forces when one electromagnetic unit of electricity passes from
the point at higher frequency to the point at lower potential in a circuit defined by a
line C [31].
ε “
ż A
B
~E ¨ d~l
where A is the point at higher potential and B the point at lower potential, both be-
longing to line C.
Since the electric field is a conservative field, the line integral along the whole
curve C (closed loop) means a work that becomes zero and only the component due
to inductive effects makes sense.
εind “
¿
c
~E ¨ d~l
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Figure A.21: Graphic representation of the electromotive force εind induced by a
varying magnetic field ~B in time.
Lenz’s contribution to this Law, also known as Lenz’s Law, is the negative
sign of the varying magnetic field, which explains the current induced around a closed
loop as a way to counteract the effects derived from the change in magnetic flux.
As the reader already knows, potential (electromotive force) and current are closely
related each other.
Figure A.22: Lenz’s Law Exemplification. Depending on the inducing magnetic
field’s time variation, electric current acquires one direction or another.
Finally, regarding the differential form of Faraday’s Law (∇ ˆ ~E “ ´B ~BBt ), one
can understand the rotational operator’s roles as polarization changes suffered by
the electric field (and so by the induced current associated) as a consequence of the
magnetic field’s variation in time.
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A.2.3.4 Ampère’s Law with Maxwell’s contribution
Definition 21 Original Ampère’Law states that the line integral of a certain
magnetic field around any closed loop C surrounding a wire is related to the cur-
rent threading through the wire in this way:¿
C
~B ¨ d~l “ µ0
ĳ
S
~J ¨ d~S “ µ0~I
where ~B stands for the magnetic flux (T ), d~l for an infinitesimal part of loop C (m),
µ0 for vacuum permeability ( NA2 ), ~J for the current density (
A
m2
), ~I for the current
passing through the loop (A) and S for the surface enclosed by curve C.
In differential form it can be written as:
∇ˆ ~B “ µ0 ~J ñ ∇ˆ ~H “ ~J
where ~H is the magnetic field (A
m
).
In other words, it means that given a certain arbitrary loop circling the wire, the
integration (sum) of the total magnetic field is equal to the enclosed current passing
through the wire. Nevertheless, the equation above only applies when there is no
time variation or no free charge density, so Original Maxwell’s Law is only valid
in static fields. Since the divergence of the curl of any vector field is always zero:
∇ ¨ p∇ˆ ~Hq “ 0
However, according to the Original Maxwell’s Law:
∇ˆ ~H “ ~J ñ ∇ ¨ p∇ˆ ~Hq “ ∇ ¨ ~J ñ ∇ ¨ ~J “ 0
But this equation means that the electric current flowing in a certain section is
always equals to the current flowing out, and this is not necessarily true: one only
needs thinking of a capacitor, that can impede the circulation of current.
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That is why Maxwell added a new term, called displacement current den-
sity, in order to make it compatible with charge conservation [32]:
∇ˆ ~B “ µ0 ~J ` B
~D
Bt “ µ0
~J ` µ00B
~E
Bt ñ ∇ˆ
~H “ ~J ` B ~DBt
where D stands for the electric flux density ( C
m2
) and ~E for the electric field (N
C
).
This implies that there may be (in some cases) a time-varying electric field able
to rise a solenoidal magnetic field circling ~D, which is somehow the other way around
to Faraday-Maxwell equation in section A.2.3.3. Therefore, the integral form of
the equation modified by Maxwell, called Ampère-Maxwell equation, becomes
the one below.
Definition 22 Ampère-Maxwell Equation states that the line integral of a cer-
tain magnetic field around any closed loop C surrounding a wire is related to the
current threading through the wire as well as the displacement current density which
may be produced by a time-varying electric field:
¿
C
~B ¨ d~l “
ĳ
S
˜
µ0 ~J ` µo0B
~E
Bt
¸
¨ d~S ñ
¿
C
~H ¨ d~l “
ĳ
S
˜
~J ` B ~DBt
¸
¨ d~S~I
where 0 stands for vacuum permittivity ( Cm2 ).
Figure A.23: Displacement current within a capacitor. In addition to the magnetic
field risen by the current flowing through the wire, charges are moving between the
plates creating a second one.
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A.2.4 From Maxwell’s Equations to the Wave Equation
In order to derive the electromagnetic wave equation in vacuum first one must take
into account that there are no charges in the medium and therefore:
∇ ¨ ~E “ 0 (A.2)
∇ˆ ~B “ µ00B
~E
Bt (A.3)
Taking the curl in Faraday’s Law (section A.2.3.3):
∇ˆ p∇ˆ ~Eq “ ´∇ˆ B ~BBt
SinceAmpère-Maxwell Equation (section A.2.3.4) states the same as in equa-
tion (A.3), then:
∇ˆ p∇ˆ ~Eq “ ´Bp∇ˆ ~BqBt “ ´
B
Bt
˜
µ00
B ~E
Bt
¸
“ ´µ00B
2 ~E
Bt2
Applying the properties discussed in table A.1 to the formulation of Gauss’
Law that was made at the beginning (see equation (A.2)):
∇ˆ p∇ˆ ~Eq “ ∇p∇ ¨ ~Eq ´ p∇ ¨∇q ~E “ 0´∇2 ~E
Hence, the electromagnetic wave equation becomes:
´∇2 ~E “ ´µ00B
2 ~E
Bt2 ñ
B2 ~E
Bt2 “
1
µ00
∇2 ~E ñ B
2 ~E
Bt2 “ c
2∇2 ~E
where c refers to the speed of light in vacuum and c “ 1?
µ00
“ 3 ¨ 108 m
s
.
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According to Gauss’ Law for Magnetism (section A.2.3.2) it is always true
that ∇ ¨ ~B “ 0. Since the same happened to the electric field, one can replace ~E by
~B and the results will still hold:
B2 ~B
Bt2 “ c
2∇2 ~B
One can express these results in the three-dimensional space assuming that both
electric and magnetic fields have components propagating along every axis [33]:
B2 ~E
Bt2 “ c
2
˜
B2 ~E
Bx `
B2 ~E
By `
B2 ~E
Bz
¸
B2 ~B
Bt2 “ c
2
˜
B2 ~B
Bx `
B2 ~B
By `
B2 ~B
Bz
¸
The solution to these equations, whose derivation will not be shown here due to
simplicity reasons, is this form:
~E “ ~E0ejp~k¨~r´ωtq
~B “ ~B0ejp~k¨~r´ωtq
where ~E0 “ tEx, Ey, Ezu and ~B0 “ tBx, By, BZu stand for the field amplitude vector
components in each direction, ~r “ trx, ry, rzu for the position vector in space, ~k “
tkx, ky, kzu for the wavenumber vector (m´1), ω for the angular frequency ( rads ) and
t for time (s). Other important relationships are:
k “ 2pi
λ
where λ stands for wavelength (m), in other words, the distance covered by the wave
between two points with the same amplitude and phase value.
ω “ 2pif
where f stands for frequency (Hz), that is to say, the number of oscillations (or
cycles) the wave accounts within a second.
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A.3 Important Ideas concerning this Work
A.3.1 Scattering
Definition 23 Scattering is the process by which waves are redirected out of the
original direction of propagation due to interactions with molecules and particles.
Figure A.24: Intuitive display in order to clarify the meaning of scattering.
A.3.1.1 Scattering Cross Section
Definition 24 The Scattering Cross Section (SCS) is defined as the ratio of
the total energy scattered per unit time by an incident wave to the energy per unit
area carried per unit time of that wave [34].
A.3.1.2 RADAR Cross Section
Definition 25 The RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging) Cross Section
(RCS) of a target is defined as the area σ (m2) which isotropically scatters the same
power density towards the receiver as the target does when being reached by a certain
incident power [35].
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A.3.2 S-Parameters
Definition 26 S-Parameters, whose name is derived from the form Scattering
Parameters, are a set of values meant to describe a given network in terms of
(ingoing and outgoing) waves and matched loads, and therefore they provide power
quantities. At high signal frequencies this method is much more convenient than the
use of open-circuit and short-circuit terminations, as other parameters do.
The two-port network is probably the most commonly used, and the waves in
the system share the following relationships, which are collected in the S-parameter
matrix.
Figure A.25: Two-port network.
˜
b1
b2
¸
“
˜
S11 S12
S21 S22
¸
“
˜
a1
a2
¸
Therefore:
b1 “ S11a1 ` S12a2 b2 “ S21a1 ` S22a2
Let’s analyze their meaning. For example, taking into account an incident power
wave at port 1 (a1) there are two possibilities: exiting waves from either port 1 (b1)
and from port 2 (b2).
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When port 2 is matched (terminated in a load that is equivalent to the system
impedance Z0) then all power is transferred from port 1 to port 2 and:
S11 “ b1
a1
“ V
´
1
V `1
S21 “ b2
a1
“ V
´
2
V `1
In case of matching at port 1:
S12 “ b1
a2
“ V
´
1
V `2
S22 “ b2
a2
“ V
´
2
V `2
A.3.2.1 Physical meaning of S-Parameters
According to the flows of power that have been specified above, each S-parameter
can be associated to a different idea [36]:
• S11 defines Return Loss when the output is matched, related to the input
reflection coefficient Γin as shown below:
RL “ ´20 ¨ log10|S11| “ ´20 ¨ log10|Γin| “ ´20 ¨ log10
ˇˇˇˇ
ZL ´ Zs
ZL ` Zs
ˇˇˇˇ
pdBq
• S12 defines reverse gain when the output is matched, related to reverse trans-
mission as follows:
Grev “ 20 ¨ log10|S12| pdBq
• S21 defines forward gain when the input is matched, related to forward trans-
mission in the same way as above:
Gfor “ 20 ¨ log10|S21| pdBq
• S11 also defines Return Loss when the input is matched, related to the input
reflection coefficient Γout by:
RL “ ´20 ¨ log10|S22| “ ´20 ¨ log10|Γout| “ ´20 ¨ log10
ˇˇˇˇ
ZL ´ Zs
ZL ` Zs
ˇˇˇˇ
pdBq
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Extra Views and Results
B.1 0˝ between emitter and receiver
Figure B.1: Different views of the set-up for the measurement at 0˝.
Figure B.2: Total Field plots (left) and Scattering Cancellation (right) at 0˝.
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B.2 45˝ between emitter and receiver
Figure B.3: Different views of the set-up for the measurement at 45˝.
Figure B.4: Total Field plots (left) and Scattering Cancellation (right) at 45˝.
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B.3 90˝ between emitter and receiver
Figure B.5: Different views of the set-up for the measurement at 90˝. On the top,
measurement of the cloaked cylinder. On the bottom, no cylinder is placed (mea-
surement in vacuum).
Figure B.6: Total Field plots (left) and Scattering Cancellation (right) at 90˝.
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B.4 135˝ between emitter and receiver
Figure B.7: Different views of the set-up for the measurement at 135˝.
Figure B.8: Total Field plots (left) and Scattering Cancellation (right) at 135˝.
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B.5 180˝ between emitter and receiver
Figure B.9: Different views of the set-up for the measurement at 180˝.
Figure B.10: Total Field plots (left) and Scattering Cancellation (right) at 180˝.
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B.6 Total Far-field as integration of all angles
Figure B.11: Total Far-field computed by taking into account all the measured angles.
Appendix C
MATLAB Code
C.1 Calculation of the required Surface Impedance
for Dielectric Cylinders
• Zs Calculation by applying the Analytical Solution
1 function Zs=CalcZs(a,f,epsr,mur)
2 %a=radius; f=frequency; epsr=rel.permittivity; mur=rel.permeability
3
4 %Definition of constants and variables
5 eps0=8.85e´12;
6 mu0=pi*4e´7;
7 om=2*pi*f;
8 k0=om*sqrt(eps0*mu0);
9 k1=om*sqrt(epsr*eps0*mur*mu0);
10 n1=sqrt(epsr);
11 k0a=k0*a;
12 k1a=k1*a;
13 %Surface impedance calculation according to the analytical solution
14 num=(1j*120*pi*besselj(0,k0a)*besselj(0,k1a));
15 den=(n1*besselj(0,k0a)*besselj(1,k1a)´ besselj(1,k0a)*besselj(0,k1a));
16 Zs=num/den;
17 end
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• Zs Calculation for non-attaching cloaks by using the Chain Rule to
compute derivatives
1 function Zs1=CalcZs_cyl_cr(n,a,ac,epsr,mur)
2 %n=Bessel function order; a=radius; ac=cloak radius;
3 %epsr=rel.permittivity; mur=rel.permeability
4
5 %Definition of constants and variables
6 syms Zs %Symbolic variable Zs to be solved
7 eps0=8.85e´12;
8 mu0=pi*4e´7;
9 om=2*pi;
10 k0=om*sqrt(eps0*mu0);
11 k=om*sqrt(epsr*eps0*mur*mu0);
12 a=((2*pi)/k0)*a;
13 ac=ac*a;
14
15 %Simplifications
16 ka=k*a;
17 k0a=k0*a;
18 k0ac=k0*ac;
19
20 Pn=[besselj(n,ka) besselj(n,k0a) bessely(n,k0a) 0;
21 k*crder_besselj(n,ka)/mur k0*crder_besselj(n,k0a) ...
k0*crder_bessely(n,k0a) 0;
22 0 besselj(n,k0ac) bessely(n,k0ac) besselj(n,k0ac);
23 0 crder_besselj(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*besselj(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
crder_bessely(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*bessely(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
crder_besselj(n,k0ac)];
24
25 eq=det(Pn)==0;%Required condition
26
27 Zs1=solve(eq,Zs);%Solver
28
29 Zs1=double(Zs1);%Symbolic to double convertion
30
31 end
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• Zs Calculation for non-attaching cloaks by using Finite Differences
to compute derivatives
1 function Zs1=CalcZs_cyl_num(n,a,ac,epsr,mur)
2 %n=Bessel function order; a=radius; ac=cloak radius;
3 %epsr=rel.permittivity; mur=rel.permeability
4
5 %Definition of constants and variables
6 syms Zs %Symbolic variable Zs to be solved
7 eps0=8.85e´12;
8 mu0=pi*4e´7;
9 om=2*pi;
10 k0=om*sqrt(eps0*mu0);
11 k=om*sqrt(epsr*eps0*mur*mu0);
12 a=((2*pi)/k0)*a;
13 ac=ac*a;
14
15 %Simplifications
16 ka=k*a;
17 k0a=k0*a;
18 k0ac=k0*ac;
19
20 Pn=[besselj(n,ka) besselj(n,k0a) bessely(n,k0a) 0;
21 k*numder_besselj(n,ka)/mur k0*numder_besselj(n,k0a) ...
k0*numder_bessely(n,k0a) 0;
22 0 besselj(n,k0ac) bessely(n,k0ac) besselj(n,k0ac);
23 0 numder_besselj(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*besselj(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
numder_bessely(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*bessely(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
numder_besselj(n,k0ac)];
24
25 eq=det(Pn)==0;%Required condition
26
27 Zs1=solve(eq,Zs);%Solver
28
29 Zs1=double(Zs1);%Symbolic to double conversor
30
31 end
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C.2 Calculation of Bessel Derivatives
• Calculation of derivatives according to Balanis (see [24])
1 function crder_besselj=crder_besselj(n,x)
2 crder_besselj=besselj(n´1,x)´(n/x)*besselj(n,x);
1 function crder_bessely=crder_bessely(n,x)
2 crder_bessely=bessely(n´1,x)´(n/x)*bessely(n,x);
• Spherical Bessel functions according to chapter 3.2.2
1 function sbesselj=sbesselj(n,x)
2 sbesselj = besselj(n+1/2,x)*sqrt(pi/(2*x));
1 function sbessely=sbessely(n,x)
2 sbessely = bessely(n+1/2,x)*sqrt(pi/(2*x));
• Spherical Bessel derivatives as detailed in chapter 3.2.2
1 function crder_xsbesselj=crder_xsbesselj(n,x)
2 crder_xsbesselj=sqrt(pi/(2*x))*(x*besselj(n´1/2,x)´ n*besselj(n+1/2,x));
1 function crder_xsbessely=crder_xsbessely(n,x)
2 crder_xsbessely=sqrt(pi/(2*x))*(x*bessely(n´1/2,x)´ n*bessely(n+1/2,x));
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C.3 Surface Impedance provided by Design
• Zs Calculation for Jerusalem Cross configuration
1 function Zs=jercross(r,D,w,g,d,epsr)
2
3 %Definition of constants and variables
4 syms f;
5 f=1;
6 eps0=8.85e´12;
7 eps=epsr*eps0;
8 c=3e8;
9 eta0=120*pi;
10 lambda0=r*c/f;
11 om=2*pi*f;
12 D=lambda0*D;
13 w=lambda0*w;
14 g=lambda0*g;
15 d=lambda0*d;
16
17 lambda=lambda0/sqrt((epsr+1)/2);
18 u=cos(pi*g/2*d)^2;
19
20 num=sqrt(1´(d/lambda)^2)*u^2;
21 den=1+sqrt(1´(d/lambda)^2)*(1´u)^2;
22
23 F=(num/den)+(d*u*(3*u´2)/4*lambda)^2;
24
25 Lg=(eta0*D)/(2*c*pi)*log(csc((pi*w)/(2*D)));
26 Cg=(eps*d)/pi*(log(csc(pi*g/2*D))+F);
27
28 %Impedance calculation according to the model
29 Zs=1i*om*Lg+(1)/(1i*om*Cg);
30 Zs=vpa(Zs);
31
32 end
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• Zs Calculation for Mesh-grid configuration
1 function Zs=meshgrid(r,D,w,epsr,ang)
2
3 %Definition of constants and variables
4 syms f;
5 c=3e8;
6 eta0=120*pi;
7 lambda0=r*(c/f);
8 om=2*pi*f;
9 D=lambda0*D;
10 w=lambda0*w;
11
12 %Impedance calculation according to the model
13 term1=((1i*om*eta0*D)/(2*c*pi))*log(csc((pi*w)/(2*D)));%First term
14 term2=(1´((sin(pi/2´ang)^2)/(epsr+1)));%Second term
15
16 Zs=term1*term2;
17 Zs=vpa(Zs);
18
19 end
C.3.1 Dimensions
• Cell length D according to the radius a and pattern repetition N
1 function D=CalcD(N,a)
2
3 %Calculation of the required lenght as a function of
4 %the radius and the number of patterns along the perimeter
5 D=((2*pi*a)/(N));
6
7 end
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• Cell width w for Jerusalem Cross
1 function w=Calcw_jcross(Zs,f,D,g,d,epsr)
2
3 %Definition of constants and variables
4 syms w;
5
6 eps0=8.85e´12;
7 eps=epsr*eps0;
8 f=f*1e9;
9 c=3e8;
10 eta0=120*pi;
11 om=2*pi*f;
12 lambda0=c/f;
13 D=lambda0*D;
14 g=lambda0*g;
15 d=lambda0*d;
16
17 %Definition of lambda and u according to the formula
18 lambda=lambda0/sqrt((epsr+1)/2);
19 u=cos(pi*g/2*d)^2;
20
21 %Definition of F
22 num=sqrt(1´(d/lambda)^2)*u^2;
23 den=1+sqrt(1´(d/lambda)^2)*(1´u)^2;
24 F=(num/den)+(d*u*(3*u´2)/4*lambda)^2;
25
26 %Definition of Cg
27 Cg=(eps*d)/pi*(log(csc(pi*g/2*D))+F);
28
29 %Group of terms belonging to the exponent in the equation below
30 exponent=(2*c*pi*(Zs´(1/(1j*om*Cg))))/(1j*om*eta0*D);
31
32 %Width calculation
33 w=double((2*D*acsc(exp(exponent)))/(pi));
34
35 end
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• Cell width w for Mesh-grid
1 function w=Calcw_mgrid(Zs,f,D,epsr,ang)
2
3 %Definition of lambda and u according to the formula
4 syms w;
5
6 f=f*1e9;
7 c=3e8;
8 eta0=120*pi;
9 om=2*pi*f;
10 lambda0=c/f;
11 D=lambda0*D;
12
13 %Group of terms belonging to the exponent in the equation below
14 exponent=(Zs*2*c*pi)/(1j*om*eta0*D*(1´((sin(pi/2´ang)^2)/(epsr+1))));
15
16 %Width calculation
17
18 w=double((2*D*acsc(exp(exponent)))/pi);
19
20 end
C.3.2 Required Surface Impedance depending on Design
• Mesh-grid surface impedance as a function of frequency:
1 function Zs=plotmgrid_Zs(N,f,n,a,ac,epsr,mur,ang)
2 %Creation of a vector to storage data and definition of constants
3 results=[];
4 it=1;
5 c=3e8;
6 lambda0=c/(f*1e9);
7 %Desired Zs according to parameters at design frequency
8 Zs=double(CalcZs_cyl_cr(n,a/lambda0,ac,epsr,mur));
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9 %Dimensions
10 D=CalcD(N,a);
11 w=Calcw_mgrid(Zs,f,D/lambda0,epsr,ang);
12 %Zs calculation as a function of frequency
13 for r=0.6:0.01:1.40
14 results(it)=meshgrid(r,D/lambda0,w/lambda0,epsr,ang);
15 it=it+1;
16 end
17 %Plot of the result (elements of the vector)
18 plot(0.6:0.01:1.4,imag(results))
19 title({'Surface Impedance as a function of frequency', ''})
20 xlabel('f/f0 (frequency/design frequency)');
21 ylabel('Zs');
22 grid on
23
24 end
• Jerusalem Cross surface impedance as a function of frequency::
1 function Zs=plotjcross_Zs(N,f,n,a,ac,epsr,mur)
2 %Creation of a vector to storage data and definition of constants
3 results=[];
4 it=1;
5 c=3e8;
6 lambda0=c/(f*1e9);
7 %Desired Zs according to parameters at design frequency
8 Zs=double(CalcZs_cyl_cr(n,a/lambda0,ac,epsr,mur));
9 %Dimensions (g and d predefined)
10 D=CalcD(N,a);
11 d=0.004/lambda0;
12 g=0.0015/lambda0;
13 w=Calcw_jcross(Zs,f,D/lambda0,g/lambda0,d/lambda0,epsr);
14
15 %Zs calculation as a function of frequency
16 for r=0.6:0.01:1.40
17 results(it)=jercross(r,D/lambda0,w/lambda0,g/lambda0,d/lambda0,epsr);
18 it=it+1;
19 end
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20 %Plot of the result (elements of the vector)
21 plot(0.6:0.01:1.4,imag(results),'r')
22 title({'Surface Impedance as a function of frequency', ''})
23 xlabel('f/f0 (frequency/design frequency)');
24 ylabel('Zs');
25 grid on
26
27 end
C.3.3 Scattering Cancellation as a function of Frequency
• Checking function to compute the scattering coefficient cn and the
corresponding cancellation σ2D:
1 function checking=checking_cr(Zs1,n,a,ac,epsr,mur)
2
3 %Definition of constants and variables
4 syms Zs
5 eps0=8.85e´12;
6 mu0=pi*4e´7;
7 om=2*pi;
8 k0=om*sqrt(eps0*mu0);
9 k=om*sqrt(epsr*eps0*mur*mu0);
10 a=((2*pi)/k0)*a;
11 ac=ac*a;
12 ka=k*a;
13 k0a=k0*a;
14 k0ac=k0*ac;
15
16 %Definition of scattering matrices Pn and Qn
17 Pn=[besselj(n,ka) besselj(n,k0a) bessely(n,k0a) 0;
18 k*crder_besselj(n,ka)/mur k0*crder_besselj(n,k0a) ...
k0*crder_bessely(n,k0a) 0;
19 0 besselj(n,k0ac) bessely(n,k0ac) besselj(n,k0ac);
20 0 crder_besselj(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*besselj(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
crder_bessely(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*bessely(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
crder_besselj(n,k0ac)];
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21 Qn=[besselj(n,ka) besselj(n,k0a) bessely(n,k0a) 0;
22 k*crder_besselj(n,ka)/mur k0*crder_besselj(n,k0a) ...
k0*crder_bessely(n,k0a) 0;
23 0 besselj(n,k0ac) bessely(n,k0ac) bessely(n,k0ac);
24 0 crder_besselj(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*besselj(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
crder_bessely(n,k0ac)+(1i*om*mu0*bessely(n,k0ac))/(k0*Zs) ...
crder_bessely(n,k0ac)];
25
26 %Substitution of the input variable Zs in both matrices
27 det1=vpa(subs(det(Pn), Zs, Zs1));
28 det2=vpa(subs(det(Qn), Zs, Zs1));
29 %Calculation of coefficient cn
30 cn=´det1/(det1+det2*1i);
31 %Scattering Cancellation
32 SW=(4/k0)*abs(cn)^2/((2*pi)/k0);
33 %Log form
34 checking=10*log10(vpa(SW));
35
36 end
• Mesh-grid scattering cancellation as a function of frequency:
1 function Scat=plotmgrid_Scat(N,f,n,a,ac,epsr,mur,ang)
2
3 %Creation of a vector to storage data and definition of constants
4 results=[];
5 it=1;
6
7 c=3e8;
8 lambda0=c/(f*1e9);
9
10 %Desired Zs according to parameters at design frequency
11 Zs=double(CalcZs_cyl_cr(n,a/lambda0,ac,epsr,mur));
12
13 %Dimensions
14 D=CalcD(N,a);
15 w=Calcw_mgrid(Zs,f,D/lambda0,epsr,ang);
16
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17 %Zs calculation as a function of frequency and computation of SW
18 %by means of the checking function
19 for r=0.6:0.01:1.40
20 Zs1=meshgrid(r,D/lambda0,w/lambda0,epsr,ang);
21 results(it)=checking_cr(Zs1,n,a/lambda0,ac,epsr,mur);
22 it=it+1;
23 end
24
25 %Plot of the result (elements of the vector)
26 plot(0.6:0.01:1.4,results)
27 axis([0.6 1.4 ´350 50])
28 title({'Scattering as a function of frequency','by applying the ...
analytical solution', ''})
29 xlabel('f/f0 (frequency/design frequency)');
30 ylabel('SW(lambda0) (dB)');
31 grid on
32
33 end
• Jerusalem Cross scattering cancellation as a function of frequency:
1 function Scat=plotjcross_Scat(N,f,n,a,ac,epsr,mur)
2
3 %Creation of a vector to storage data and definition of constants
4 results=[];
5 it=1;
6 c=3e8;
7 lambda0=c/(f*1e9);
8
9 %Desired Zs according to parameters at design frequency
10 Zs=double(CalcZs_cyl_cr(n,a/lambda0,ac,epsr,mur));
11
12 %Dimensions (g and d predefined)
13 D=CalcD(N,a);
14 d=0.004;
15 g=0.0015;
16 w=Calcw_jcross(Zs,f,D/lambda0,g/lambda0,d/lambda0,epsr);
17
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18 %Zs calculation as a function of frequency and computation of SW
19 %by means of the checking function
20 for r=0.6:0.01:1.40
21 Zs1=jercross(r,D/lambda0,w/lambda0,g/lambda0,d/lambda0,epsr);
22 results(it)=checking_cr(Zs1,n,a/lambda0,ac,epsr,mur);
23 it=it+1;
24 end
25
26 %Plot of the result (elements of the vector)
27 plot(0.6:0.01:1.4,results,'r')
28 axis([0.6 1.4 ´80 20])
29 title({'Scattering as a function of frequency','by applying the ...
analytical solution', ''})
30 xlabel('f/f0 (frequency/design frequency)');
31 ylabel('SW(lambda0) (dB)');
32 grid on
33
34 end
C.4 Simulation of the Cell Surface Impedance as in
3.5.1
• Script impedance.m to compute Zs from a .txt file generated by CST
1 %Definition of distance between cell and port
2 d=0.25*(3e8/10e9);%Center frequency: 10 GHz
3 %Reading of the file
4 S = dlmread('s11.txt', '', 2,0);
5
6 %Conversion from polar to Euler form
7 s11=S(:,2).*exp(1j*S(:,3)*pi/180);
8 lambda=3e8./(S(:,1)*1e9);
9 %Compensation due to the length of transmission line
10 s11=s11.*exp(2*1j*2*pi*d./lambda);
11 %Final Zs calculation according to the formula
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12 Zs=´120*pi*((1+s11)./(2*s11));
13 %Plot of real and imaginary part
14 plot(S(:,1),real(Zs),'b',S(:,1),imag(Zs),'r')
15 axis([0 10 ´100 300])
16 %Title
17 title('Cell Impedance as a function of frequency')
18 xlabel('f (GHz)');
19 ylabel('Zs (ohms)');
20 legend('Real(Zs)','Imag(Zs');
21 grid on
C.5 Simulation of the Entire Cloak Surface Impedance
C.5.1 Calculation of Zs from a certain value of parameter a0
1 function Zs = Zs_from_a0(a0, freq, epsilon)
2 %Definition of constants and variables
3 lam = 3e8./freq';
4 k0 = (2*pi)./lam;
5 k1 = k0*sqrt(epsilon);
6 a = 0.0134;
7 eta0 = 120*pi;
8 n1 = sqrt(epsilon);
9
10 %Auxiliary variables for the sake of simplicity
11 J00 = besselj(0,k0*a);
12 J01 = besselj(0,k1*a);
13 J10 = besselj(1,k0*a);
14 J11 = besselj(1,k1*a);
15 H00 = hankel2(0,k0*a);
16 H10 = hankel2(1,k0*a);
17
18 %Surface Impedance computation
19 num=1j*eta0*(a0.*H00.*J01+J00.*J01);
20 den=(n1*a0.*H00.*J11 ´ a0.*H10.*J01 + n1*J00.*J11 ´ J10.*J01);
21 Zs = num./den;
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C.5.2 Script cloak_theoretical_a0 to compute theoretical a0
for a certain value of the surface impedance ZS
1 %Number of samples to fit the lenght of CST results
2 freqs=2.25e9:37.5e6:5.25e9;
3 freq_GHz=freqs/1e9;
4
5 %Definition of constants
6 epsr=1;
7 lambda0=3e8./freqs';
8 k0=(2*pi)./lambda0;
9 k1=k0*sqrt(epsr);
10 a=0.01335;
11 eta0=120*pi;
12 n1=sqrt(epsr);
13 Zs=195j;
14
15 %Auxiliary variables
16 k0a=k0*a;
17 k1a=k1*a;
18
19 %Theoretical a_0 computation
20 num1=´besselj(0,k0a).*(n1*Zs*besselj(1,k1*a)´1j*eta0*besselj(0,k1a));
21 num2=besselj(0,k1a).*besselj(1,k0a)*Zs;
22 den1=hankel2(0,k0a).*(n1*Zs*besselj(1,k1a)´1j*eta0*besselj(0,k1a));
23 den2=´(besselj(0,k1a).*hankel2(1,k0a)*Zs);
24 a0_theoretical=(num1+num2)./(den1+den2);
25
26 %Magnitude plot
27 figure(1)
28 plot(freq_GHz, abs(a0_theoretical));
29 grid
30 title('FSS a0 cylindrical modes coefficient')
31 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
32 ylabel('Magnitude')
33 legend('Computed |a0|')
34
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35 %Phase plot
36 figure(2)
37 plot(freq_GHz, unwrap(angle(a0_theoretical))*180/pi,'r');
38 grid
39 title('FSS a0 cylindrical modes coefficient')
40 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
41 ylabel('Phase (deg)');
42 legend('Computed phase(a0)')
43
44 %Corresponding Zs to the computed a0 values
45 Zs=Zs_from_a0(a0_theoretical, freqs, epsr);
46 figure(3)
47 plot(freq_GHz,real(Zs),freq_GHz,imag(Zs));
48 grid
49 title('FSS Zs')
50 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
51 ylabel('Zs (ohms)');
52 legend('Real(Zs)', 'Imag(Zs)')
C.5.3 Script plot_a0_FSS.m to compute a0 from the simu-
lated E-field
1 load FSS_results.mat %Loading of FIESTA results from simulation
2
3 [Nfreq, Nth] = size(FSS_farEh_z_freq);%Number of frequency samples
4 freq_GHz = freqs/1e9;%Conversion to GHz for the plot
5 FSS_E0_freq = sum(FSS_farEh_z_freq,2)/Nth;%Mean computation
6 L = 0.336;%Length of the cloak along z´axis
7 %Computation of z0 according to theory
8 a0_FSS = 1j*(pi/L)*FSS_E0_freq;
9
10 %Magnitude plot
11 figure(1)
12 plot(freq_GHz, abs(a0_FSS));
13 title('FSS a0 cylindrical modes coefficient')
14 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
15 ylabel('Magnitude')
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16 %Frequency plot
17 figure(2)
18 plot(freq_GHz, unwrap(angle(a0_FSS))*180/pi,'r');
19 title('FSS a0 cylindrical modes coefficient')
20 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
21 ylabel('Phase (deg)')
22
23 %Corresponding Zs to the computed a0 values
24 Zs = Zs_from_a0(a0_FSS, freqs, 1);
25 figure(3)
26 h = plot(freq_GHz, [real(Zs) imag(Zs)]);
27 grid
28 title('FSS Zs')
29 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
30 ylabel('Zs (ohms)')
31 legend('Real(Zs)', 'Imag(Zs)','location','best')
C.6 Scattering Results
C.6.1 Script plot_results.m collecting all the plots and results
obtained from FIESTA simulation
1 load results_FIESTA_VIE %Loading of FIESTA results from simulation
2
3 %Number of frequency samples
4 [Nfreq, Nth] = size(bare_farEh_z_freq);
5
6 %Bare cylinder abs mean computation
7 bareE0_freq = abs(sum(bare_farEh_z_freq,2))/Nth;
8 %Cloaked cylinder abs mean computation
9 cloakE0_freq = abs(sum(singlelayer1_farEh_z_freq,2))/Nth;
10
11 %Conversion of results to dB
12 db_bareE0_freq = 20*log10(bareE0_freq);
13 db_cloakE0_freq = 20*log10(cloakE0_freq);
14 freq_GHz = freqs/1e9;%Conversion to GHz for the plot
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15 %Definition of angles in radians
16 th_deg = (0:359);
17 th = th_deg*pi/180;
18
19 %Magnitude plot of total E´field
20 figure(1)
21 plot(freq_GHz, db_bareE0_freq, freq_GHz, db_cloakE0_freq);
22 legend('Bare cylinder','Cloaked cylinder','Location','Best');
23 grid
24 title('Far´field sum(E) for all azimuth angles')
25 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
26 ylabel('20*log10(E)');
27
28 %Design frequency
29 fn = find(freqs == 3.75e9);
30
31 %E´field radiation pattern at design frequency
32 db_bare_patt = 20*log(abs(bare_farEh_z_freq(fn,:)))';
33 db_cloak_patt = 20*log(abs(singlelayer1_farEh_z_freq(fn,:)))';
34 figure(2)
35 plot(th_deg, [db_bare_patt db_cloak_patt]);
36 legend('Bare cylinder','Cloaked cylinder','Location','Best');
37 grid
38 xlabel('Azimuth angle (deg)');
39 ylabel('20*log10(E)');
40 title(sprintf('Far´field pattern 20*log10(E) at %g GHz',freq_GHz(fn)))
41
42 %Polar representation of the previous plot
43 figure(3)
44 polar_db(th, [db_bare_patt db_cloak_patt], [´80 ´40],6,4);
45 title(sprintf('Far field pattern 20*log10(E) at %g GHz',freq_GHz(fn)))
46
47 %Cloaked cylinder mean computation (no abs) to evaluate phase
48 cloakE0_freq = sum(singlelayer1_farEh_z_freq,2)/Nth;
49
50 %Definition of constants
51 L = 0.336;
52 epsr = 2.723;
53 lambda0 = 3e8./freqs';
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54 k0 = (2*pi)./lambda0;
55 k1 = k0*sqrt(epsr);
56 a = 0.01335;
57 eta0 = 120*pi;
58 n1 = sqrt(epsr);
59 Zs = 1j*195;%Desired impedance for theoretical case
60
61 %Definition of variables
62 J00 = besselj(0,k0*a);
63 J01 = besselj(0,k1*a);
64 J10 = besselj(1,k0*a);
65 J11 = besselj(1,k1*a);
66 H00 = hankel2(0,k0*a);
67 H10 = hankel2(1,k0*a);
68
69 %Simulated a0 for cloaked case
70 a0_cloak = 1j*(pi/L)*cloakE0_freq;
71
72 %Theoretical a0 for bare case
73 a0_bare_theoretical = (´n1*J00.*J11 + J10.*J01) ./ (n1*H00.*J11 ´ ...
H10.*J01);
74
75 %Theoretical a0 for cloaked case
76 num=(´J00.*(´1j*eta0*J01 + n1*Zs*J11) + Zs*J10.*J01);
77 den=(H00.*(´1j*eta0*J01 + n1*Zs*J11) ´ Zs*H10.*J01);
78 a0_cloak_theoretical = num./den ;
79
80 db_cloakE0_theoretical_freq = 20*log10(abs(a0_cloak_theoretical * ...
(L/pi)));
81 db_bareE0_theoretical_freq = 20*log10(abs(a0_bare_theoretical * ...
(L/pi)));
82
83 %E´field theoretical attenuation as a funtion of frequency
84 db_att_theoretical = db_cloakE0_theoretical_freq ´ ...
db_bareE0_theoretical_freq;
85
86 %E´field simulated attenuation as a funtion of frequency
87 db_att_simul = db_cloakE0_freq ´ db_bareE0_freq;
88
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89 %Theoretical and simulated attenuation by cloaking
90 figure(4)
91 plot(freq_GHz, db_att_theoretical, freq_GHz, db_att_simul);
92 legend('Theoretic cloak attenuation','Simulated cloak ...
attenuation','Location','Best');
93 grid
94 title('Attenuation of far´field sum(E) for all azimuth angles')
95 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
96 ylabel('20*log10(E)');
97
98 %Magnitude plot of both theoretic and simulated a0
99 figure(5)
100 plot(freq_GHz, abs([a0_cloak a0_cloak_theoretical]));
101 grid
102 title('Cloaked cylinder a0 cylindrical modes coefficient')
103 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
104 ylabel('Magnitude');
105 legend('Computed |a0|','Theoretical |a0|')
106
107 %Phase plot of both theoretic and simulated a0
108 figure(6)
109 plot(freq_GHz, unwrap(angle([a0_cloak a0_cloak_theoretical]))*180/pi);
110 grid
111 title('Cloaked cylinder a0 cylindrical modes coefficient')
112 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
113 ylabel('Phase (deg)');
114 legend('Computed phase(a0)','Theoretical phase(a0)')
115
116 %Surface impedance of the full structure as a function of frequency
117 Zs = Zs_from_a0(a0_cloak, freqs, epsr);
118 figure(7)
119 plot(freq_GHz, [real(Zs) imag(Zs)]);
120 grid
121 title('FSS Zs')
122 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
123 ylabel('Zs (ohms)')
124 legend('Real(Zs)', 'Imag(Zs)','location','best')
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C.6.2 Script scattering.m to plot the scattered E-field as a
function of frequency from CST simulation
1 %CST directories where the files of results are
2 files = dir('C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/CST ...
models/cilN42/Result/*.txt');%Cloaked
3 files2 = dir('C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/CST ...
models/barecyl/Result/*.txt');%Bare
4
5 %Cloaked cylinder
6 for i = 1 : size(files)
7 count=0;%Counter
8 name=files(i).name;
9 %Number of characters meant to frequency in the file name
10 for it=0 : 5
11 count=count+(name(12+it)‰')');
12 end
13 %Frequency assignation to each file
14 freq_name=name(13:10+count);
15 freq(i)=str2double(freq_name);%Conversion from chat to double
16 %Reading of files stocked at the corresponding CST directory
17 result=dlmread(['C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/CST ...
models/cilN42/Result/' name ], '', 2,0);
18 %Column where results of interest are storaged
19 s=result(:,3);
20 %Mean computation of that column considering all files
21 value(i)=sum(s)/length(s);
22 end
23
24 %Bare cylinder
25 for i = 1 : size(files2)
26 count=0;%Counter
27 name2=files2(i).name;
28 %Number of characters meant to frequency in the file name
29 for it=0 : 5
30 count=count+(name2(12+it)‰')');
31 end
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32 %Reading of files stocked at the corresponding CST directory
33 result2=dlmread(['C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/CST ...
models/barecyl/Result/' name2 ], '', 2,0);
34 %Column where results of interest are stored
35 s2=result2(:,3);
36 %Mean computation of that column considering all files
37 value2(i)=sum(s2)/length(s2);
38 end
39
40 %Scattering plot of both models as a function of frequency
41 figure(1)
42 plot(freq,20*log10(value),'r',freq,20*log10(value2),'b');
43 grid
44 title({'eps=2.723 21x1.9mm N=4 3.75 GHz:' ,'Far´field ...
sum(E) for all azimuth angles'})
45 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)')
46 ylabel('20*log10(E)')
47 legend('Cloak by design', 'No cloak');
C.7 Computation of the Relative Permittivity
1 % Calculation of relative permittivity and electric loss tangent
2
3 % Empty cavity (Qc, fc): Measurements
4 f_emp = 1884.526246e6;
5 Q_emp = 5623.6;
6 V_emp = 8.64e´2*4.318e´2*2.05e´1;
7 % PVC piece (r=1.51mm L=28.05mm): Measurements
8 f_PVC = 1882.821705e6;
9 Q_PVC = 4709.8;
10 V_PVC = (3.02/2)^2*pi*28.05e´9;
11 % Calculation
12 eps_r_1 = 1 + ((V_emp*(f_emp´f_PVC)) / ((2*V_PVC*f_PVC)))
13 eps_r_2 = (V_emp/(4*V_PVC)) * (1/Q_PVC´1/Q_emp)
14 % Electric loss tangent
15 tanD = eps_r_2 / eps_r_1
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C.8 Scattering Results by using the Net. Analyzer
1 %Counters set to 0
2 totalbare=0;
3 totalcloaked=0;
4
5 for i=0:45:180%Angles from 0 to 180
6
7 i=num2str(i);%Number to string
8
9 %Reading of results as a function of angle
10 vacuum=dlmread(['C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/Measurements 2/2´vacuum' i ...
'.s1p'], '', 6,0);
11 bare_cyl=dlmread(['C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/Measurements 2/2´cyl' i ...
'.s1p'], '', 6,0);
12 cloaked_cyl=dlmread(['C:/Users/Pedro/Desktop/Measurements ...
2/2´cloaked' i '.s1p'], '', 6,0);
13
14 %Vector of frequencies
15 freq=vacuum(:,1);
16
17 %E´field in vacuum
18 linevac=vacuum(:,2)+1j*vacuum(:,3);
19 %E´field in case of bare cylinder
20 linebare=bare_cyl(:,2)+1j*bare_cyl(:,3);
21 %E´field in case of cloaked cylinder
22 linecloaked=cloaked_cyl(:,2)+1j*cloaked_cyl(:,3);
23
24 %Scattering reduction in dB in case of bare cylinder
25 bare=20*log10(abs(linebare´linevac));
26 %Integration of all angles
27 totalbare=totalbare+bare;
28
29 %Scattering reduction in dB in case of cloaked cylinder
30 cloaked=20*log10(abs(linecloaked´linevac));
31 %Integration of all angles
32 totalcloaked=totalcloaked+cloaked;
33
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34 %Different E´fields (vacuum, bare, cloaked) obtained in every ...
measurement for different angles
35 figure;
36 plot(freq, 20*log10(abs(linevac)),'g',freq, ...
20*log10(abs(linebare)),'r',freq, 20*log10(abs(linecloaked)),'b');
37 title('Total field plots for different scenarios');
38 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
39 ylabel('20*log10(E)');
40 legend('vacum', 'bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
41
42 %Scattering cancellation in case of bare cylinder and cloaked cylinder
43 figure;
44 plot(freq, 20*log10(abs(linebare´linevac)), 'r',freq, ...
20*log10(abs(linecloaked´linevac)), 'b');
45 title('Scattering Cancellation according to measurements');
46 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
47 ylabel('20*log10(E)');
48 legend('bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
49
50 clear vacuum bare_cyl cloaked_cyl %Clearing of variables
51 end
52
53 %Total Far´field after angle integration and mean computation
54 figure;
55 plot(freq, totalbare/5, 'r', freq, totalcloaked/5, 'b');
56 title('Total integrated Far´field at all angles');
57 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');
58 ylabel('20*log10(E)');
59 legend('bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
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C.9 Magnitude and Phase Analysis
C.9.1 1D Plot
1 %Reading of results and selection of first row
2 load('vacio_2D.mat');
3 vacio=E(:,:,1);
4 load('cilindro_2D.mat');
5 cil=E(:,:,1);
6 load('capa_2D.mat');
7 capa=E(:,:,1);
8 N=68;%Desired frequency
9 x=linspace(90,930,25);%x´axis for plot
10 y=linspace(2.25,5.25,151);%y´axis for plot
11
12 %Magnitude plot of all the cases
13 figure(1)
14 plot(x,abs(vacio(N,:,1)),'k',x,abs(cil(N,:,1)),'r',x,abs(capa(N,:,1)),'b');
15 legend('vacuum', 'bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
16 title('1D Magnitude Plot');
17 xlabel('Stepper position (mm)');
18 ylabel('E´Field');
19
20 %Scattering Reduction plot
21 figure(2)
22 plot(x,abs(vacio(N,:,1)´ cil(N,:,1)),'r',x,abs(vacio(N,:,1)´ capa(N,:,1)),'b');
23 axis([90 930 0 0.022]);
24 legend('bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
25 title('Scattering Reduction');
26 xlabel('Stepper position (mm)');
27 ylabel('E´Field');
28
29 %Phase plot of all the cases
30 figure(3)
31 plot(x,unwrap(angle(vacio(N,:,1))),'k',x,unwrap(angle(cil(N,:,1))),'r',x,unwrap(angle(capa(N,:,1))),'b');
32 legend('vacuum', 'bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
33 title('1D Phase Plot');
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34 xlabel('Stepper position (mm)');
35 ylabel('Unwrapped Phase (rad)');
36
37 %Phase distortion
38 figure(4)
39 plot(x,abs(angle(vacio(N,:,1))´ angle(cil(N,:,1))),'r',x,abs(angle(vacio(N,:,1))´ angle(capa(N,:,1))),'b');
40 axis([90 930 0 0.38]);
41 legend('bare cyl', 'cloaked cyl');
42 title('Phase distortion');
43 xlabel('Stepper position (mm)');
44 ylabel('Phase (rad)');
45
46 %Bare cyl Cancellation as a function of position and frequency
47 figure(5)
48 imagesc(x,y,abs(vacio´cil));
49 title({'Bare Cyl Scattering Cancellation','as a function of ...
frequency'});
50 xlabel('Stepper position (mm)');
51 ylabel('Frequency (GHz)');
52
53 %Cloaked cyl Cancellation as a function of position and frequency
54 figure(6)
55 imagesc(x,y,abs(vacio´capa));
56 title({'Cloaked Cyl Scattering Cancellation','as a function of ...
frequency'});
57 xlabel('Stepper position (mm)');
58 ylabel('Frequency (GHz)');
C.9.2 2D Plot
1 a%2D Results
2
3 N=68;%Desired frequency
4 matrix=zeros(25,25);%25x25 matrix of zeros
5 y=linspace(90,930,25);%y´axis for plot
6 x=linspace(2,102,5);%x´axis for plot
7
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8 %Reading of vacumm results and selection of frequency
9 load('vacio_2D.mat');
10 vacio(:,:)=E(N,:,:);%Results corresponding to selected frequency
11 vacio=fft2(vacio);%Fast Fourier Transform of results
12 matrix(1:25,21:25)=vacio;%Zero padding up to 25x25
13 vacio=ifft2(matrix);%Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
14
15 %Reading of bare cylinder results and selection of frequency
16 load('cilindro_2D.mat');
17 cilindro(:,:)=E(N,:,:);%Results corresponding to selected frequency
18 cilindro=fft2(cilindro);%Fast Fourier Transform of results
19 matrix(1:25,21:25)=cilindro;%Zero padding up to 25x25
20 cilindro=ifft2(matrix);%Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
21
22 %Reading of cloaked cylinder results and selection of frequency
23 load('capa_2D.mat');
24 capa(:,:)=E(N,:,:);%Results corresponding to selected frequency
25 capa=fft2(capa);%Fast Fourier Transform of results
26 matrix(1:25,21:25)=capa;%Zero padding up to 25x25
27 capa=ifft2(matrix);%Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
28
29 %Magnitude Plots
30 figure(1)
31 imagesc(x,y,20*log10(abs(vacio)));
32 title('Magnitude in vacuum at 3.61 GHz');
33 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
34 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
35
36 figure(2)
37 imagesc(x,y,20*log10(abs(cilindro)));
38 title('Magnitude when bare at 3.61 GHz');
39 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
40 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
41
42 figure(3)
43 imagesc(x,y,20*log10(abs(capa)));
44 title('Magnitude when cloaked at 3.61 GHz')
45 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
46 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
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47 %Scattering reduction Plots
48 figure(4)
49 imagesc(x,y,20*log10(abs(cilindro´vacio)));
50 caxis([´80 ´40]);
51 title('Scattering reductionwhen bare at 3.61 GHz')
52 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
53 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
54
55 figure(5)
56 imagesc(x,y,20*log10(abs(capa´vacio)));
57 caxis([´80 ´40]);
58 title('Scattering reduction when cloaked at 3.61 GHz')
59 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
60 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
61
62 %Phase Plots
63 figure(6)
64 hmap(1:256,1) = linspace(0,1,256);
65 hmap(:,[2 3]) = 0.8; %Brightness
66 huemap = hsv2rgb(hmap);
67 colormap(huemap)
68 imagesc(x,y,angle(vacio));
69 title('Phase in vaccum at 3.61 GHz')
70 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
71 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
72
73 figure(7)
74 hmap(1:256,1) = linspace(0,1,256);
75 hmap(:,[2 3]) = 0.8; %Brightness
76 huemap = hsv2rgb(hmap);
77 colormap(huemap)
78 imagesc(x,y,angle(cilindro));
79 title('Phase when bare at 3.61 GHz')
80 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
81 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
82
83 figure(8)
84 hmap(1:256,1) = linspace(0,1,256);
85 hmap(:,[2 3]) = 0.8; %Brightness
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86 huemap = hsv2rgb(hmap);
87 colormap(huemap)
88 imagesc(x,y,angle(capa));
89 title('Phase when cloaked at 3.61 GHz')
90 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
91 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
92
93 %Phase distortion Plots
94 figure(9)
95 imagesc(x,y,abs(angle(cilindro)´ angle(vacio)));
96 caxis([0 0.35]);
97 title('Phase distortion when bare at 3.61 GHz')
98 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
99 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
100
101 figure(10)
102 imagesc(x,y,abs(angle(capa)´ angle(vacio)));
103 caxis([0 0.35]);
104 title('Phase distortion when cloaked at 3.61 GHz')
105 xlabel('Step. pos. along y´axis (mm)');
106 ylabel('Step. pos. along x´axis (mm)');
107
108 clear all

Appendix D
CST Code: Macros
D.1 Export Fields: Saving of files containing several
RCS simulations
’ Export_Fields
’ Farfield export for all frequencies and all ports
’ ’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
Sub Main ()
’---------------------------------------------------------
’Getting the project path
’---------------------------------------------------------
Dim mypath As String
mypath = GetProjectBasename
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’---------------------------------------------------------
’Counting and stocking E field monitors
’---------------------------------------------------------
Dim cst_tree() As String, cst_tmpstr As String
Dim cst_iloop As Long, cst_nff As Long, cst_nom As Long
’ Handling exceptions : If no monitors -> GoTo ERROR_NO_FIELDS
ReDim cst_tree(1)
cst_tree(0) = Resulttree.GetFirstChildName ("Farfields")
cst_iloop = 0
If cst_tree(0)="" Then
GoTo ERROR_NO_FIELDS
End If
’ starting the export loop
Do
cst_tmpstr = Resulttree.GetNextItemName(cst_tree(cst_iloop))
If cst_tmpstr <> "" Then
cst_iloop = cst_iloop+1
ReDim Preserve cst_tree(cst_iloop)
cst_tree(cst_iloop)=cst_tmpstr
End If
Loop Until cst_tmpstr = ""
cst_nff = cst_iloop+1
For cst_iloop = 1 To cst_nff
cst_tmpstr = Replace(cst_tree(cst_iloop-1),"Farfields","")
cst_tree(cst_iloop-1)=cst_tmpstr
Next cst_iloop
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’---------------------------------------------------------
’ the txt files will be stocked in the "Results folder of the project
’---------------------------------------------------------
For cst_iloop = 0 To cst_nff-1
SelectTreeItem "Farfields" + cst_tree(cst_iloop) + "\Abs"
With ASCIIExport
.Reset
.FileName (mypath + cst_tree(cst_iloop) + ".txt")
.Execute
End With
Next cst_iloop
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